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NYC dependable news...
paper, dedicated foil.square to the best interests of Calloway
County.

New Series No.979

COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Murray, Kentucky, Thursdat fternoon July 3, 1941

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H ORE NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Ylo L.XI; Noc2:71

Murray Livestock Com Will Open Tuesday
SLEDD ANNOUNCES
NEW DELIVERY
SERVICE HERE

March of Time Tea
Set for July 10

Veiw of New Livestock Sh'ed':-

's New Enterprise
apenipg to-be Gala Affair

The .7.-PE--Willisleris- Chmiter of
United Dmighters Of the Confederacy "Mareh of Time" costume
tea will be held at the some of
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott Thursday, July 10. from 5:30 to 7:30 p.
m.
. The local chapter has offered- in
the past unusual forms of entertainment and the committee in
charge has done considerable work
to make this year's tea the best
ever. The proceeds from this tea
will go in an effort to aid China.
This is a patriotic and humane,
cause and voluntary offerings will
be taken during the evening.
The committee expresses hope
that the citizens wilt respond es
generously for this yearT: tea
they have in the past.

The Murray Post-Office announces that they have added an
- additional mail delivery. The PoetOffice department has established
oStar Route that picks up the St.
uls anti Eastern mail in Hopleiniville at 5:30 a. m. and brings
It to Murray via.Cadiz. Postmaster
Harry I. Sledel_4aid this morning.
This delivery Ti scheduled to arrive in Murray at 7:30 A. m. and
should not vary much from this
time.
As soon as the mail and parcels from,n this Star
Route are
wbrked in the Murray Post-Office
the rural carriers - will leave on
their respective routes. This •arrangement will mean that every
. person on the rural routes out of
Murray wilt•receive his mail by
.
noon. Besides giving the rural
patrons a better service it will
Also mean that the business firms
can.set their business Mail at least
an hour earlier in the morning
The Progress Report submitted
This same Star Route leaves the
Murray office each afternoon at to Frankfort, Kentucky Hiahente
4:15 o'clock, carrying such mail and Department by the Rural Highway
the.liseaL year _fr
ter . delivesed.
--Parcela-mi
in this -manner. If yoti have. mail April 1. 1940. to March 31, 1941.
for Golden Pond, Linton, Cadiz. shows that the following work has
Hopkinsville and near towns. Mr. been dune on rural highway, W.
Sledd stated. it 'amply means that P. A. and county roads in Calloway
you will get speedier- service in County. by the WPA, Calloway
County and Rural Highway Dithee'delivery of same.
The Poet-Office department asks vision at. the Kentucky Highway
that all patrons have their letters Department:
30.0 miles .maintained
and parcels in the Murray Post.
VA_ miles gracied and drained.
Off
one hour before train Urn.,
24.7 mile* . surfaced with bank
'as it takes one .i I hour for dispatching. This means that the gravel
Star Route will not interfere with. 4 bridges constrncted over 30
:the other regular. scheduled .teiria _feet in length.,
7I1 Cie Pat/Heal
please advise the
IOLY ibis oM
eooperitea
patrons of this office to please be organizations • lhavie
closely
in the construction at the
notified that by using Air Mail
they get much lidded service.' roads in the nail-districts. The
Mr. Sledd said. "If, for instance Rural lilighwey Division has spent
you are sending a letter to New a large percentage of their money
York. Washington.' Boston or any in furnishing equipment. the WPA
- of the larger cities in the East has furnisbed labor and materials,
you can mail your letter in this the county has furnished what maoffice by 2:45 p m. air mail) and terial and equipment that was
it will be delivered in any of these available for this class of work.
This work was done under the
Eastern cities the next morning.
"This Post-Office has at • all supervision of. Lee Puryear, entimes a full stock of Savings Bonds .gineer in charge of this district
- and Defense Stamps." the, Murray and W. P. Curtin. his assistant and
the ruril foreman.
postmaster said in conclusion,

t

front.

Grahan;lesneaCall For 1.)3ca1
Forint

Band and Mayor
To Take Part in
Opening Ceremonial

Foreman H.''Graham, chairman,
Calloway County's newest entercotten stamp committee, announced prise. the Murray Livestock Comtoday that -retairers of American- pany, will hold its first sale Tuesday,
grown Poficin geiods should com- 31.113,_
if 1 o'clock in its new
plete and return to the County 110x11*0 foot shed located on South ,
Agricultural Agent's office by JailY. Second, Street here in Murray, ac15, three copies , of, "Retailer's cording, to Audrey Simmons, who
Statement° form, in ordr to be will direct the local activities.
eligible to participate in the supMr. Simmons with his panthers,
plementary Cotton Stamp program Clay Lewis of Clarksville, Tenn.,
which will begin operation in Cult and Joe Altsheler, Hopkinsville.
loway County on or about August took over the yards when business15.
men of Murray underwrote the
,w4ertakig, O..* wait
,."sirely", said _.Mr. Gr
..".eveg retail store will „want to by thiwYoung Business Men's Club .:
_ •
share in the $111,000. worth, of new and the Murray Chamber of Corn- __
business which''the cotton stamp merce
The land was purchased
plan will bring to the merchants from J J Moore consisting of ap- •
of Calloway County." Mr. Graham proximately Seven acres adjoining
pointed that the Government will the railroad siding in the southeast
not redeem for cash !tamps taken part of the city. The contract ler -by stores that have 'not filed ex-,the building was let to the Cello...eauted-lintailera,StatensentsWM started immediately under the
direction of Humphrey Key: *on,
.
tractor
associated with the Callo---s.-- way .Lnbee
.
:.Co. Approximately
4 e... Front view of . Murray's newest I constructed by Calleway Lumbers
W) men were employed .full
enterprise-the Idigray Livestock Cqmpany. The operators plan to
in the construction of the siggi.will be operated ,ti:y open fleet Tuesday, July 8. with
AU
candidates
in
the
current
and the 'office building adjoining.
'1Audeey Simmons and partners. The fitting ceremonies. A complete
election will meet at the County' The shed is finisbect
building was made possible by co- story of this new -Calloway enterwith sturdy
Court Clerk's office Tuesdajr. July native oak
with, a channel drain
operation of local businessmen and Mae it told in today's paper
8, at 10 a. m. to draw for po- roof covering the entire
structure. 7.
sitions on the Dembcratic Primary .A huge selling ring
with seats
ballots of August 2. Mary Russell arranged like a
football stadium
Cligegflapen Will Appear in Chapel Williams, county court clelk. anis located dor the selling ope- nounced this morning. -:
• Talton, Stalls !oral kinds of
'
Mnislay
tiltaie
7
.
are arranged-with opening
,gAgp POLK, La, June 24--.
to allow the cattle freedom and
4 Spatial)-Selectee James M. Grofeeding
while waiting for the
gan, the son of Mr. and MTS. J
The following 'interview was find class and can compare favor- -The Guardsmen Quartet will apsale itself. .Loading chutes and tinD Grogan of Route 5. Murray, has given by Bill Pillekrnan. mensger atity with the Gernian come.
neas' on the charnel program July 7,
loading chutes adjoin the strucJust arrived at Camp Polk as a of 1.eieman's Store of Murray. Mr. -There are 30,000 pilots and smil- 9750, a. m. The quartet is sponture
The building has adequate
member
of the 3rd
Armored Packman wes born in Russia and :Ian and one half mechare
- sored by Harry Culbertson, Inc.
water and lighting. facilities.
iEtayou Bhitri Division
He has lived there until he was 15. Dur- ed for special week_
Chicago. 111.
The
office and eafe is finished
been assigned to Co. G 36th In!, ing the world war he served as
The quartet consists of Henry
"Russia has practically no navy
on the interior in 'Snotty pine and
lArmd
a x-ray technician at the U. S. but she
In
Iblings.
tenor,
Hunsaker.
has
three
tenor;
large
battlepainted
white and is directly adExcerpts of Private Grogan's let- Proving Grounds at Aberdeen,
ships and three more of the large William Brandt, baritone; Dudley
joining the shed. Mr. Sirnmens
ler follow.
Md Mr Packman has a son now type nearing completion.
One air- Kuzell. bass, and Elizabeth Laird
has arranged to feed all those at"I think the army training is serving with the U. S. Arm
craft carrier, nine cruisers, 85 de- at the piano
tending the Tuesday 'sales with an
O K for young men. I was first forces.
stroyers
and
over
200
submarines.
up-to-the-minute cafe:, serving most
sent to Fort Sheridan, IR, where-I
Concerning the fifth number,
"As a native of Russia where I
anything that one wobld desire in
"Pierre Larzarev. editee, of the 'The
remained for three days and nights.
Lady Killers
Quartette'.
was born in the Ukrine near the largest French publication
the
way of palatable feeds.
has pub- which the quartet *ill present in
A group of 300 came to Camp
Black Sea. I have always be
Arrangements have ,lagen made
lished an article recently in the
Polk, La., where I am now staogram
July
7,
the
manageinterested in the progress of Rus New York Times that "Ru
for a spectacular opening with
CHINA RELIEF STARTED
•
tioned.
ment stated: "Considerable time
sia and the welfare of its peopl a Maginot „line 13,
the Murray High Sehool band
es long
"We .all have fun laughing at
but
have
and
neVel
etfortbeen
has
in
been
sympath
spent
in
releading a parade-to.._the_ yards
•• ...Hi J. H. Richmond announced to- each other's army haircuts
and in some/ pla
.going for
with
its
forms
of
government,
es
search
for
authentic
costumes,
songs
under the directionof Harlan K.
Plans have been complet-. "We'were really dumb at first.
several miles deep which should
1
rearibeit funds for the United We didn't kitow right face from pecially the Bolsheviki regime play a -tug part in the present war. and routines by the quartet and to
Inglis, and Mayor George Hart- However, My outlook in the •pres
INE ChtheRistief Fond.
will officially present the yards
knowledge,
their
best
this
presenleft face.- Hut we are gradually
"Fifty thousand tanks, the largest.
int wai with Germany is not vet
-Special committees have been ap- learning that now.
to its operators.
tation shows just how a fine Male
world,
number
is
a
in
the
feat
that
encouraging. Although due to the
pointed and will be announced in
Mr. Simmons predicts that the .
quartet of .50 years ago sang a
"Oh, yes! the meals are excellent
fact that Russia has a well trained has been asknowledged by the
pext week's panic pcoordisee 'to and that
local enterprise will bring manys
is what I like most of
_
English expert. Colonel .Marte isancert."
over'
army
of
Dr Richmond.
4,000.000
men
and
a
thmisande of diollarii---fd -CelldwaY
•
•
all. The only thing- I tifilike about
.
°Sher belections to he preents&
reserve army of from ,two to three and the German general. Sheves
•
County especially with an: many .4 •
the training le staying away from
Without a doubt- Pine Bluff will
years of training numbering over good. Yet there is still one im include: "Ode to' Music'',."Down
baYers
attempting to secure cattle
t.
Murray. Ky.. and Cairo. III.
• 5.000.000
Russia's de Among the Dead Men", "Where
see its largest and best Fourth of
men. the size of these dif- portant'factor- in
now that the Government itrbuy"I hope to see you in 11 months
July celebration in the history of
ferent categories along with the tense system that has not bee E'er -You Walk", "A Wander
*
ing
such
large
quantities
deand 21 days.
the county as Collie and usell
8.000.000 civilian trained army brought out. Russia has the
Son,
g" "Gwine to Hebb'n',' "Rou
fense and armed" forces.
"James M Grogan"
Steele are bringing to this couriTy's
eyes Russia a great numerical eat transportation' on the cont
The public Is Invited to visit the
up Lullaby", 'Silver on the Sag -,
riayground- a fine program 'hlch
strength If the war will only nerd." 4
opening day sale and look in pn
AUDREY SIMMONS
-Nocturne", and _"fdalaguerui".
Includes four- groups of famous
last Russia can probably place in
In closing Mr. Packman stated:
Audrey Simmons of Hazel, who the procedure and the local °Pers.
radio stars as well, as other' enthe
that
the
opinions
Mos
tIcit
am
of
around
the
I
20,000,000
men.
Powerhouse Is
with his two partners Assume com- tors ask that all having cattle, hip,
tertainers
rt
for the oecarab
on.
"Some military experts expressed ow, capitol will be moved to an
of Murray's newest enter- lambs and etc, to sell to have them
mand
This
is program is be g wll
Local
Post
e rethe opinion that because of the ther - spot somewhere in dee
prise. the Murray Livestock Com- at the local yards early in the
Started at Dam
• killing
ceived by thousands f persons
ussia and yet I will not be sur
of 90 many great _Russian
pany's huge sales shed on Second morning in 'order to hays them
who wish to spend the 'holiday
generals such as Gen. Tuchasheky, prised that the German adeelic Have Annual
street for their first sale Tuesday., weighed and classified for ie
on an outing find are .delighted
GILBERTSVILLE. June 24--Con- Gen. Wegorovano, Gen. Yakir. Gen. of date would reach this spot
July 8, at I o'clock. is 'deeply
that a prOgrain of this calibre
struetIon started 'today, Stine ft, on Hebrovitch, Gen. Germanic's and 'This great city has 1200 churches, Picnic
appreciative for the rousing wei-'
will be brought within the limits
the powerhouse and part of the Gen Putnov and others by_Salien If Russia can withstand_ the Gercome accorded his concern by the
of Calloway County.
concrete section of the Kentucky inat Runde would be handicapped man army for from three to fiv
The local post of the American Chamber of Cdrninercea. Murray
de Mr
Steele said this morning
Dam. when the first bucketful, of without leaders of this sort. A months it will mean the destrucLegion will hold its annual picnic isitsiness men, the farm folks and
abet in order to abide by rules of
tion of- the Hitler regime for t
concrete
as, dropped into- the close frlend of R
a
indl'famOtis
Stinday afternoon. July 8. between isstied the following statement
both state and federal governments.
forms. -Mrs. Amanda McGregor, 77, Ben.,
military strategisMax Verner in German leader will have paid
"We hope to build this corleern
the hours of 4:30 and 7:30 at the
- the peters had been changed to 10
for
dear
his
a
conquest
price
The area where this construction his book on page 50, is of
into one of the biggrst, and best ton Route 3, died Sunday from in.. ,
Women', Club House.
and 25 cents. "We regret that
work is being ddhe extends out opinion that.. the purging by th did another Napoleon in his da
The committee in charge of ar- of its kind in Western -Kentucky 'Tories sustained in' an automobile
this - change had to be made after
from the east bank of the fiver Russian leader also undermined of glory."
Saturday night She was
rangements stated that the local ancigthrough this firm to briag accident
we had already advertised the proand is enclosed by the first section the confidence of the present sta
a member of the Soldier Creelc
post would furnish 'refreihtilents much money to our livestock
gram at another price but we hope
of the coffer dam. Within that of officers. He often expressed i
Prinitive
adjoinBaptist church and was
and entertainment and that all people of Calloway and
all persons will understand this.
area TVA construction crews have his book the opinion that it term
MRS. SAMMONS' MOTHER
a native of Marshal/ County.
ex-soldiers. whether Legion mem- ing counties. We assure the people
.-s- situation." Cultic Steele told this
been wctrittng for several months take Stalin years to creatE suc SUSTAINS BROKEN HIP
Funeral
to
us
livestock
their
services were held at
who
bring
ber% are not, and their wives are
paper todar e
- -'--;--'removing
apfiiiiirtitatly
500.000 military experts as those he dethe.
invited and expected to bring bas- hill cooperation and highest. prices withresidence Monday at 10 a. in.
The musicians will open their
cubic yards of alluvial deposit in stroyed. The executions of th
-the Rev. John Henson offiMrs Tho` Simmons received
at all times. Those Who wish to
program early in the day and will
the river bed to uncover the bed- above officers was also followed by word late --Saturday night that her kets.
Burial was in Houser
are ciating.
A 'Venal series of games and en. tell over our floors Tuesday
continue into the early 'eveningi
rock, upon which the dam will be hundreds of other Jesser officers mother. Mrs F. I. Ross. of Whitecemetery.
asked to bring their livestock early
Bob Miller, well-,known master at
played and in drilling end blasting from colonels, majors and captains, vale. Tenn, was in a hospital in tertainment has been planned and in the day so theft they may be
She is survived by two daughceremonial of Hazel. Ky.. WM., be
operations for the dam's founda- all men of much military knowl Memphis with a broken hip result- the local post is expecting a large weighed and elassified in order ters, Mrs. Effie Blagg Whittington
number to attend.
et the microphone to keep the
tions.
and Mrs. J. K. Sznithrl'hree sisters,
edge.
a_ fall earlier in the day.
In f
to help speed up the sales."
program Moving atone In rapidThe first concrete in 'the conMr. Simmons and his associates. Mrs. George- Cole, Mrs. Mollie
Mn Ross had teen home less than
Russia
Ifrength
"Flowever
of
ige
fire faniffion Candidates will -have
struction of tbe Kentucky Dam was today is 50,000 tanks. 25.000 to I 'reek from • 10-day visit here
neither time nor Thompson, and Mrs. Greenville Mchave spared
.s.a .- HUMPHREY KEY
the opportunity to have their anplaced on June 3.- 1940. Olen 30,000 planes. 10,000 of which are with Mrs. Sammons and _family.
-money in an effort to build this Gregor.
nouncements reed to the crowd 'Humphrey Key, local contraetor work started-on the building of
Had
The accident, in Whieh five petenterprise into one of the best
over the public address system by who was in charge of ihe construc- the masonry structures; of the navilivestosck markets in this sec- sons were injured ',occurred on the"
tion
of
the
Murray
Livestock
Master of Ceremoqies Bob Millar..
gation lock. The navigation '
nerat serving' Inc William P. tion. Mayfield-Paducah " highway near
These annotincements are limited Minding, stated -that the local live- is now practically completed.
St. jOhics chureh a6out
Darnell. 47. Who died Saturday
p. in.
to 25 words each, however.- they stock shed and office building are
night at a local hospital, were held
Saturday.
will be reed at numerous times exact replicas of the 150.000 Clarks•
Monday afternoon at °Coldwater
ville,
Tenn.
building/
Work
was
during the day. .
Church of Christ.
ItENTON EDITOR IS
Cold soft drinks of all kinds Speeded up in order to allow the
Mr. Darnell. well-known farmer
operators
to
open
at
"SCOOPED"
an
_earlier
STORK
BY
will be available during the day
of • the Coldwater co4ununity, is
date
than
anticipated.
and barbecue, prepared by Walter
Approximately -125 youth registsurvived by his widow, Mrs MarshANNOUNCEMENT L.
Young Marshall Wyatt. editor of
Hutchens. will be one of the
all, Darnell: parents. Mr., and Mrs. ered at the local draft board TuesThe Marshall Courier at Benton,
specials for the day. J W Darnell; one daughter. Mrs. day. according to Mrs. Mary Nettle.
who has saluted so many towns
The river fronts affords a splenLouise Swift: two sons, Hafford clerk 'of the board.
At the request of the Treaslately through the advertiseinneots
did course for Motor boat races
Seven Calloway County youths
Darnell
and Harold Darnell; two
ury Department We announce- a
up
abort
was
pulled
hiC
paper,
in
and surfbrarifiiiists. Motor boats
left
transferees
Sunday
and
Hanelfree
Mrs.
two
Hattie
aside
sisters.
feature of interest and sernew
With a salute from Lindits his wife,
from several cities will be entered
Mrs. Fannie Snow: two brothers, for the induction station in Louisvice to many readers who are
him
with
presented
she
an
when
And, of.
for the race events.
Jackson Darnell and Catlin' Mfr. ville tinder the Selective Service
buying- Sr -0111 bit'''. Defense
All storea of Murray except eight pound daughter. Marsha
course, there will be plenty of
They were John Jackprogram
nell.
Savings Bonds and Stamps.
cafes will close Friday,
Lynne, at Mason Memorial Hospibdits available for three who wish
Flutist was is the church ceme- son McCuiston, New Concord' Joe
This will be ,called the Defense
Fourth, acceirding the
local. Sal Monday.
-- 4o-take s ley ride on the' old TenWoratitres
Hargrove. ' Brandon;
tery. Bond Quiz, and, will start In
Marshall was warned by the, press
Chimber of-'Commerce.
nessee.
Route
Mogay
Wheeler.
,
Otis
next week's iseoe-.
that he haci,best -try
Emus Beale, secretary of of
The Provo-Fitch shows, now loBuchanan.
Bu
Tenn-,
been
er
received
Henry
has
Word
•
The question will be chosen
Is,
Der
tea weekly now, as the old
the Chartism' of Commerce, poll- two
cated at the Muff, will mkt Moe-- ed the various
and.lers. 0. C. Wells of this city Route 2: J. C Dunn. Hazel Route from among those asked by
"Three can live . . " Would
ad
stotes
throughlug pictures of the milling diemView. of tbo office and cafe at visiting buyers and sellers no that Mr. and Mrs. Wright. Metrop- 2;
Patrick McDermott
Dooley, ,,most Bond and. Stamp buyers.
not work
but the city and all agreed to
sands ofs person wh'o enthusiasticAs an aside. mother and daugh- the Murray Livestock Co. yards. cause to go hungry during the oltt, Ill.. left June 25 for Boston, Murray, Sam Miller, Murray Route ,d3"he answers will tell what the
, ally will diocese to travel to their. the closing for celebration of the ter are doing nicely The father is
Murray
new Defense Savings Program
fa
lri , The interior is attractively Mass, to attend the annual conven- 7: James Lee Calhoun,
national holiday: • ,_
The cafe will be resided over by !
own celebration "Within a short
feted In knotty pine giving an tion of the National Edecation As- Route 7; Leonard Lonzo MeNutt, means-ens-Ow individual and to
expected to recover over the weekMrs. Simmons w
Plans to Elv° unusual effect to the building.
distance Of hohue sociation to be helcrJurte 27-July 3. Louisville.
the Natiois
end.
t
.
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RITRAL HIGHWAY
REPORT MADE FOR
CALLOWAY COU

Candidates to Draw
for Ballot Positions

JAMES GROUT{ '.co.—which
WRITES OF LIFE
ACKNIAN
AT CAMP POLK

FAMOUS QUARTET
TO,GIVE PROGRAM

GIVES VIEWS OF
RLIaSIAN.GERMAN -WAR _

Directing Head

RECORD CROWD
EXPECTED AT P
BLUFF FOR 4TH

Directs Building of
Murray Stockyards

•

T

i3enton Woman Dies
Of %meek Injurica

Darnell Funeral
Monday
,

'Office and Commissary,of Livestock (ao.

al

Calfoway's Youth
Register for Service.

I

Stores to Close
Friday The 4th_

'
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'PAGE TWO

-

• Vire' CarOvin3Y1N.th1il1itig
a. R. MILOAN. President

•

AMAZE A MINUTE

•

SCIENTIFACTSI

--"Kentutky'a Greatest, Weekly Newspaper"
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tine* and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928
/i. HAisL.
JO=it ACIEZR--

ritSNtN6 BY DIRIGIBLE/
A olessaur 006 Mkt
Tauld ILY Tag ROW*
Bestrew oe Fisautars
ain Tub Matthias' ON
Tali Son os DOOR rffeUe
cars ouicor
Scoots or Pisa,

marron-mAN.A.can
AssoctATE ws

T5tereday-N0e5-et-148-North-Fourth St-. Murray. try.
• seed at the Pot Otfiire,, Mtigsy. kentilcky, for Transmission as
• Serand Clan Matter

mem=
•

_ •

KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
Subscription Rates:-In First Congreseiciiial District and Henry
Stewart Counties, Tenn.. $1.00 a year;'Kentucky. ilSO; Elsewhere,

$la

re.

Advertising Rates and Inforreiiiiiiiirot elib011ity County maw
furniahed upon applicators*:
.
We reserve the right to relieg_allay_
MOW
or Public Voice items which'in our Opinion is not for the best interest'
of Our readers.

▪

PHONE 55

•••••••••

011•ST1104 MOM
Eis‘sT5t.4
wevemai

- THE LEDGER .9c TIMES PLATFORM'.
"All Out" aid to the Kentucky Public Power Leogue_ls.
their fight ,for the.TVA -Enabling Act foe illeateickr.-

is Cultvia. A MAN rtAvittosti AT
LkGoTS $mile ,,souut goiCiao...1 IT
faro *mew To His sfAitrisia Pow
kr ras tom os 40,000,000 C a/4 -

'
Diversified friüag for Galloway County.

ToctiEs.

WI* WeStalC
,•

---,
-1- -:-,
_.• _America faces a crisis without parallel in its history.
-,---- —Our-wory.existence-is threatened, Wirt only
teamn wark'will-security come. &vcry -man, womon, and child _
- has a. part in this great undertaking of making America
stem%It is -a supreme responsibifttg,none may shirk.
+=-T. make the Vted States safe, we must all work
-\. harder and longer together. -W_e_ssuat labor with all we've

-through

• got. No man for hirnselfput every-man for his 'country,
xx hatever the job. Action is the need of die hour. Waste'
t must ite done away with. There must _be unity in industry

•111.91%,•^ •

_ le.asawork in evearything.
lks

. ,i famed general...of the OrienLrentatised reeentb
,..
.4tate pempirgsl.more in-time of petce.rwo- would blVed
leas in time of war.''-- America today is-in 'the sweating

_period. The Mims:we sweat now, the less we may. bleed
' tubtorr,ow. It is your job--and mine—to make this country we .ail love into one All-American Team.

w.

L. B. MeDaiklel With
Mississippi Motor
Co. Through Summer

VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE
Letters From Readers
Editor's Note: This column is
open to 1 any person or persons
who w
h to express themselves publicly. We welcome
your remarks. We, however,
re•erve the right to refuse arty
ar ' which we believe detri. the best interests of
-i's a n d community.
Plower__ ..nit remarks to not
over 300 words.

We are
always hearing the
phrase "What this town needs".
But ale thing is cerium Murray
does sot seal
aneathMad. For
in the person, of Dr. Katherine
'Fisher this reporter found a person
entirely competent and completely
wrap
up in this subject.
Dr. Katherine Fisher was born
in sunny California at Riverside
and finished her high school work
* Riverside Polytechnic
High
School befure entering Riverside
Junior College. Then in pursuit
of more education "Miss Katherine.- it was then, came over to
Asbury College here in Kentucky
and entered the University of Kentucky tater: To further complicate
this quest of knowledge she then
entered - the University of Southern
California.
_ Ittruabing her medical wadt at
the Collage of Medical WeengeUsb
at Los Angeles, Dr. Katherine then
Iormed, a partnership with Dr.
Flakier. This one being Dr. E. D.
Fisher and at the "Wee Kirk of
the Heather" church in Los Angeles, she became the junior partner
and wife of Murray's other Dr.
Fisher.
So engrossed did the interviewer
become
in
listening
to
Dr.
Katherine discuss the new phases
and discoveries in her chosen field
that he forgot completely to ask
concerning hobbies, likes and dislikes. It could easily be assumed
that someone in the home loves
music for on the piano were works

people in a

listment personnel in sande*, for Nurses
the duration.
Medico' officials of the Army.
Air
Navy and Public Health Service,
The War Department aniaq_uncod stated that a shortage of nurses is
unification of its air activities in beginning to be apparent and apa new unit known as the "Army pealed for a larger number of
Air Forces,' consolidating present women to seek nursing training.
,units in a single command under Prices
Major General Arnold, Deputy
Price Administrator Siendersoa
Chief of Staff for Air. Secretary announced he will set ceiling
of War Stimaian said tliet air forces, prices on new automobiles and. "in
-DrObabillty.„-_iased cars, because
4r_f_ WV_ isfigstojkdiask....wishin.
Department.
eertain manufacturers have refused
The Civil Aeronautics
to cooperate in avoiding inflaannounced a 110.000,000 program tion by, keeping Pikes at their
to complete work on 250 airports present level. Ur. Henderson also
now under way and to construct froze prices Of tires, inner tubes and
or improve 149 addithinal airport& rubber at price levels of June 18
Alainintun Collection to prevent price sky-rocketing in
Civilian Defense Director La- connection with diversion to deGuardia announced July 21 as ttfe fense of approximately 25 per
date • when governors, mayors and, cent of rubber consumption.
other officials, local defense counThe Price Administrator also set
clIS and such organizations as the maximum prices on pig iron, maAer,icen Legion, Boy Scouts, jor raw material used i steel, and
w
en's dupe labor, farm and re; asked furniture-sad household relig ous ores/Filiation. *ill coops- frigerator manutecturese not to
in collecting unneeded alumi- raise prices.
from every home in the land. 'S
•
Mn LaGuardia estimated that 20,Experience- it not what happens
0001000 -pounds
of aluminum- to a
enough for 2,000 fighter planeswith what happens to
would be collected.

/10. KA,THERINSI

"die masters and on the V- erbied

aCCI
•

Shelves could be seen books 6-MU'
various author, of national repatif-*
non. Another assumption, if you
please, could be that Dr. Katherine was a person that truly enjoyed her work to the exclusion
of minor activities and as Nese
one once said: "To ekriyAllbatwhich you do is to _reach the pinnacle of happiness,'
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We cordially invite buyers, ellers, their famito yiait us while in Murray.

lies and' friends

H. B. II
Cla the Square
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We Are Proud of Our Part in the Building of th :
Murray
Company's Horne
-

bendier

-..••••••

This Week la
Defense

airami

Si
111
Si

_

government gives assurances they
The Army also announced it has
would be used against Germany
us recommended to the President that
the event of a German Attack rib
"Reps be taken, to obtain authority
Ireland.
to continue -the National Guard
Army
end Reserve Officers on active duty
The War Department announced
for more than one year.
total strength of the Army as I.Navy
441.M0 officers and enlisted men
Navy Secretary Knox announced
eictudiug Regular Army, 505.700:
National Guard, MOM; Selectees, the U. S. fleet- expansion program
is "setting 'records every day." He
591,009; Reserve
Officers, 53.000. also anhounced revition of enlistArmy Chief of Staff Marshall
an- ment contracts for the Marine
nounced that Congrees
will be ask- Corps Reserve to provide service
ed for funds te add_ 1.951991
4
.miake.
les-tes-riticaireis'
-rogrflis 1111
6-niitiW- Army to reemergency, and asked Congreo toe
place those sent to outlying
bases. authority to continue all nasal en

urray Lttesrock Compjliy will open its sales
floors to ctreate still another'outlet for our rural folks_and
June 27. 1941
—='7
.
,.* '
-to bring in revenue to our count. This enterprise was Ledger & Tomo.
Murtay
Kentucky
- ,
-fostered' by local men. giving Of their time and money
to
build a more substantial community end to- link together Gentleinenz
'.
. ,.T,-, 04 rill's& andlOwir
common -front of defenie
1 wish' to thank you in
- 'that ttai'dietatoi by form of adversity can disunite.
.. .
To of mrretf and
Other-delegates
Audrey-:SIMMOns -and-Kin Parisere,-Clay Lewis. of Clarfts-,arho representedthe
oar counlY at tbe•
rifle and Joe Altisheler of H,opkinsvillewelcoine,gentli-' Kentucky' Junior Week
for sponthe trip to Lacington. •
,
mei! If we can in any way baitor:
ankaasiat you td. make acing
We
want,
you
to
know
that we
. this enterptise the largest Of. its kinds in Western Kentucinlayed the trip and that we ap.
beieja
sou
.r
tnterprisse—Or hi-fastens- or it
a those pnblic-spirited like you have done for us,
Yours very truly.
•
• • • • ritizeits Who contributed46-the bringing-and building:of
L
MeDAYSERL
•
La Yonne Rhodos
this substantial property; we than* you for your business!
Friend, ,.1 1, S. McDaniel of
foresight—your unselfish efforts to build a -greater and
Murray will be interested to knoik,,
- more unified Calloway..
the pioneeaslikit that has
that he has joined the sales force „
- built:America.
'
It's this Kind of teamwork that will speak
of Wise Motor Co
Hazelhurst.
Miss.. for the summer months Mr.
the positne "No:" to a regimenSed -effort of dictators
McDaniel has been re-elected •as
from the, old Worid.'Llemocracy . is never dead *hen red _
..
principal of the -Beauregard School
Civilian Defense Director Lablooded, hard-headed-Americans put their shouldese
Beauregard. Mier. for the fifth
to 'Guardia announced
plans. for a
a wheel.
nation-wide- Fourth of July cele- term
Mr McDaniel is the son of Mr
Let's go.forward in Carki-Wny to the highest level of bration, with a radio
address by
the American *ay of life.
President Roosevelt at 4 p m. and Mrs F B. McDaniel of MurEST to be followed by the singing ray and a brother of Miss Louella
of • the natignal anthem Fined- McDaniel who is teaching in HopkinsvillenKy Mr McDaniel mar. _.waiancOUSIY thrall/bout the nation. ried Mies Agness Anding
of pixel' COin•risenring tai the arrange- horst. Miss . who is also A teacher
ments,
President -said. "
. It
likeeerremrd schools,
'
---:is altogether fitting, that we should
_•'
rededicate ourselves.defend and
•
'With malice toward none; with aharal
perptiiiete those inalienable. rants tolerable as the Nazi dictatorship.
us
4or :ail • •
which %Lind true expression in the the Immediate issue is defense
stove: on to finish tie work we are in: to band tap the na•
'
Immoral Declaration. Those' words against Rigorism and the German
woundr. to Care for hate-who shall'have borne the batnever had a deeper tit more soletim flan for, universal, conquest
tle. and for his widow. and his orphan -to du all which may,
meannsg for America Oiarr 'they - The Stale Department ordered
•'achieve and cherish a Just and lasting peace among ourselves.
have are this hour 7 of anxiety and Italy to recall all Italian,4ffictals
and with all nations --Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address.
• ril •
and 'cease all activities in this
•
Foreign Affairs
country %K('pt those at the Washliarch 4. 1965„
Presidtnt
Roosevelt.told his press ington Embassy by July 15 -be_
*- • ---tet us pause just a minute and heed the sound words conference the U. & would give 'muse they "serve no deetrable purall -possible aid to Rotate in :its, prew
t. of this great 'American. A plea for unity—unity of.'every war.woh*
Germany but that no list Aid to Demeeracias •
mail, woman, and
. . as matter whet degree or of Soviet needs bail been submit,
The President indorsed the Britted .yet• The Tremor Department ish recruiting drive to) 15,000 to
station of life. Let that be our Independence Day
announced:it had licensed Russia 30.000 American teelenicans - to aid
„ -,-America United .!
• use its $40.000.000 in frosen fu
i
In air raid detection in England
_
here. Acting Sectetary óf
He also pointed out that American
Willes••Unnouncied the Neutrality_ youth can join British or Chinese
-*latchAm.
prohibitk
Aswesieen.
armed
forcer if they-do net take an
Crp-p rfltitiott-witt buffet up the fertility and-produr;
eh from combat areepeould not allegiance to any country other
of our farms. •
be invoked in connection wit* the than the U S.
Ruasian-evallies,
--. •
.
_
He told a press conference rho
- Mr Welles OW that while the phssibittty of sending rifles to Eire
Communist .dictatorship is as in- • is being considered if the Eire
tfroutli. find _low .pritesi, tire "one-trap"
farmer
always hardest hit. Diversify .
fkorn ithe
farm, apt merely exist oh the farts.: '
•

'1

•

ProFessional Person Whose
Hob -is Her. Profession

AR.NOLD
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This sturdy tam ilfts2lalloot shed, otionplate with stalls, an auction
landing, and chutes, was furnished 100(C with NATIVE OAK from

^

• —newness

tintes__uf

The cow,- the . sow, and. loYibil ll*n,
to -LIVE: Amen:

aid tarm

Enjoy the 4th and %;
"%fl.••
Vacation Days!

•

Cool Luxury in
Washable Fabrics,
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'ALL-METAL ROOFING
'Be new extra zirti CO4a
viing roofing
that's LEAK-PROOF, FIRE-PROOF
. . . lasting, but ECONOMICAL!

vex>

sROWNIBILT 0110111-STORII

va• —Or

CHANNEL-DRAIN

Why not think abouf putting into action your dreams of that home
of y
We will be glad to talk it over with you
without obligation— investigate

-A DANIS

• -`-^,trlf

the superior

AmLy

For
most coutii.:e
serwerrin
frisson *
T
plc
lige-wit rat, las+ week, the ledger
W• elcome, Murray Live•& Thnes sends ene dui:lac-1e Mrs
•
,
c.ls Company!
Elio Key. }book. l Hazel. Ky The
text of the letter V., is fOlkfWr
r2ngratiilar
tiiirts,
-The picture this week is„Cerliale
this-builders olithe *furCutchus the late „footbal) coach hie
dip colleip. I creteitl the (Allege ini
r yv-Stof kyards.
1935. Mr Culichin was athlefit'coach
--'1'histr.--1 believe he came to the- col- .
'-lege when it was first established
'"Ikhave a picture Or him in my
. amiimel,the ,o&,.6
0
04
4 Graves-wall
killed- Wi the football -game,
The annual was dedicated to . him'
.(Mr 1,
•
GraVeso. could send this _picture 'along, but ean't ,bring myself to cut I !
the picture out. .as, fiiy annual' wod'
h' always be incomplete- with Mr I
COMM% picture gone. •
See it you can figure thaw-one-out Remember that everYiSrie exeeptii
3 Sib 31.
onployees of this paper. are eligible tseenter the,. conlfst Get your -enPhone 1067W
,
tries in to us' by•5 p. m.. Molloy, in >tieing
• e
4•=1-•1...0110-41•1•.

--•

IS

VISIT THIS NEW INDUSTRY ON ITS OPENING. . . TUESD
AY,
8...
AN ENTERPRISE BUILT OF HOME MATERIALS, BY
HOME.LABORIllti

g a y colorsto 'matcb
your. play clothes. Come
up from tubbing as
a, sNitlk irri—
g as
goldfish. •

•

-

The roof

SSoft, cool, cottony shoes
for summer comfort in

Identify .This
Person For a

•

KNOTTY PINE
See this new inside 'touch' --an ideal
effect to obtain something lasting. . .
something different!

•

WHO?

The office and consmisiary is finished inside-1n attractive

loading
our yards...
ring,
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FARM SECTION
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Diversified Farming
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LOCAL BREEDERS
PURCHASE JERSEY
DAIRY CAME

First Graders -11aise Chickens

uture-- Sheep Pay Off
Farmers Mee in One Season

High Wages and [Total of 1,571 Register Dr. L. M. Jones
First Regular
Draft Make Farm tor
.
K.,
Summer.Term To Open Offices at
Flocks of sheep established last
year in Logan County have niore Labor Shortage
Murray Today
--When effkial registration. for the- ------

The Hazel Chapter of PTA held
ila regular..meeting Tuesday-night. than
paid for themselves - in reJune 24. In the agriculture room
The possibility of a .farm lator first term of the 1941 Summer
Or. towel! M. Junes, graduate of
turns this season. says County
of
Hazel
High
School.
Around
20
lal to: The Ledger Jr Times)
shortage interfering with fad' pro- Sesgion at the University of Ken- Ohio State 'University. has opened
boys
were
present.
Agent
John
it,
waiiington.
George
.,,,,,,
egistered Jersey dairy cattle
• offices'at 108 . Muth Fourth -street
The purpose of this meeting was Willcutt paid - $550 for 50 ewes duction in the defense prOgram has tucky closed Monday, June 23, for the • practice of veterinary
have been purchased recently by
to set up
program' of work for and two rams, and this year sold caused Brig. (ten. Lewis B. Her- 1.571 students had enrolled.
Joe Pat James, Kirksey; N. E. Lawmedicine and surgery.'
the coming year. according to Will lambs and wool for $533, with 12 shey. depUtY, director of the SelecRegistrations for' short courses
rence. Murray; E. C, Mohundro,
Dr. Jones has been practicing
lambs still to sell. W. C. Howlett tive Service System. to ask local during the latter half of the term
Frank Steely. chapter secretary.
Brandon, Baron Palmer, Kirksey;
Several important standing com- established a fuck of 30 ewes and draft boards to.give consideration is expected to increase the total for the past two years in TermerEdwin Russell, Kirksey; T. A.
mittees were appointed. The names a ram last year at a cost of $325, to 'deferment claims of farm enrollment. Grand total last year, see and Kentucky. having. been
Winchester, Murray; Verna Coleworking with established veteriof tese committees and .their chair- and this spring sold lambs and workers.
man,
including all late short. courses,
Murray; Charles
Starks,
men. ate are follows: finance, wool for $356. with nine lambs left
As a result of the draft, and also was 2.188. highest in the history of nariang and is now ready to open
Murray: J. H. Theobtd, Murray..;.
his
own office. He wilt occupy
Hisdiman .•-iiit4ler: community ser- to market. Many high-class north- due to high--wages in defense in- the University summer_ session. .
and Galen White, Hoz I.
the same officel that were formervice. Charles B. Starks: leadership. western ewes in Logan County dustries, the farm labor situation
Mr. James purchaseld *the regr_egjgtew_ad_
studetit_s_
Among,
those
ly
used
-by Dr. Dorfman who has Billy Joe Streeter; - earnings and sheared 12 to 13 pounds of wool is-said to be acute- in some sec- from Calloway County are: George
istered cow U. T. Empress Ann
saving*. - Tommie-, -D. -Taylor: con- each, according to Of county agent, tions. Agricultural workers are be- El - Dtibiste:: Mireetyr n-PferbeK moved to New Ybrk." His. an- •
1190198 from 0. Citheir Jr., Dexduct and program of meetings, and Will Collins reported taking ing selected for military training, Graves Allthitten. Murray: W. 'D. nouncement is to be found in this
ter.
Will
Frank Steely; recreation, 21 pounds from one ewe.
and others are being attracted to Kelley. Lynn Grove; Raymond L. issue Of the Ledger & Times.'
Mr. Lawrence purchased the regDr. Jones is highly pleased with
Gene White: and Information,
defense work by higher wages than Story. Hazel; James Thomas Robistered cow Xenia Ringside BiosCounty and from hie'
Harold Grogan.
farmers can afford to Pay.
erts. Almo: Charles Hilton Will- Calloway
Kim 1089142 from C. M. Meacham
_
•
After setting up the program, the and Ted Wilson. --The farm labor problem comet tains; Mtg-rw James McGill Tiler- .secvation says' he has seen a great
Jr. of Morgantield.
During th course Of business, Mr. at a time when the government is cell, Lynn Grove: Robert Harvey deal of the country but in Callogroup discussed their annual PTA
Mr. Mohundio purchased the regtrip _giltic
will be made in the Parks. chapter adviser, gave a re- asking for Irmo- pork, dairy pro- Ellis, 'Hazel: Martha Stark Ellis; way he has observed mor interest'
istered bull Forward Brown Lad
near futur
The organization de- port On their tomato project. He ducts. poultry and eggs, and that Richard Ernest Jones. Lynn Grove; in better stock than in other lo,
420185 from Y. F. Bennett, Murray.
calitieg be has visited.
eor that the young tomatoes were the production' of all other feeds Mayrell Johnson, Murray.
cided to go
Pensacola,' Fla.. to ksaid.'
_
Mr. Palmer purchased the regisming, that the ground was in be kept at least at present -levels.
visit the nay
base llaere. After
tered cow Ringside Observer Maid
Here is an informal picture of I tleldii Glenda _Qiles, and Merlyn the Trip they plan to camp fora icellent condition, and that the
Stands of tall oat grass sown in
In a letter to General Hershey,
1088830 from Chas. Meacham Jr.
group .5hottld he marketing tomafew days at Metropolis
• •
-calling 'his attention *to the farm sideration to the- worker. urgent- Trigg County in 1938 and 1939 are
students
in the first grade of the
of Morganfield.
before
long.
toes
1Six
of
jhe
boys are trying out
labor situation. Secretary of Ag- ly needed-- for production -of the getting better all the time.
Training School, taken this spring
"Helpful lessons In -coOperattow,
.for the chapter's judging -team this
The club adjourned to meet Mon- riculture Claude R. Wickard said: foods vital to defense, en that.the
Mr. Russell..purchased the reg- semester by Mrs. John
. •
Rowlett. - responsibility, ariCsiiiriag ideas as
year.--: They are Mouton Moore, day afternoon. July 14, to pre- kLet me age that, to the grArr agricultural induitries produtink
istered cpw Xenia Ringside J. Jo. of Woodford
Mrs. J. R. WashThis hen hatched he
i-I4 :elects
efl.aa materials grew out Of these Billy -Outland,
anna 1089138 from
lea
Starks„ pare for the camping trip to mt.
Meacham, In the
-*extent postglakfr. the Selective .ser- toed fol. defense-well have an ade- Cowity, has established a flock of
first grade schoo
-Froone. and
Jere of Interest,'• said Miss Ber- Rebert 'niters,
Morganfield.
1P
odney Vickers, tropolis Lake.
Red chickens
Hampshire
-supply
vice
System
of
labor."
give
quate
very
'careful
700
conNew
Mr. Winchester purchased the watching her are Mildred Goode, tie Manor, teacher of these TrainjvIary
Anne
Wolfgon,
Jan
Greening School pupils._
registered bull Dandy Girl's Willonyx of L. F. 408472 from J. C.
Askew, of Trenton.
..
milk amounting to 1,300. gallons
Mr. Coleman purchased the regper month. On the farm there
istered cow Design Fair Flora I291424 from Evans Brothers, Hopare 2-mules, a, mare, and a colt,'
-,
kinsvill.
The farm had seven brood.sows
Mr Starks purchased the regis"IT TARES LOT OFIWING IN A HOUSE TO
that raised 59 ptgs to-yreanistIc
tered cow Murray KillIney Belle
,
•
_
'MAIM IT HOME.".
time. An epidemic-air alibleen that
1247859'- horn Murray State Col,
lege. Murray.broke out among theliogi
Truer words were yiever spoken, and itkits a lot
Mr Theobald purchased the leW
-control:
of living; a lot of mutual and common to all, trials
istered cow Desikn Philidora 0161
Prof. A. Carman, head of the
The farm, purctutead on January
and tribulations, drouths and pestilenees, birthw
from George Hart, Murray. -agriculture department at Murray 1, 1939,has 314 acne.
and deaths, successes and joys; to make a county,
Mr. White purchased the regisCrops' planted thb-year the as
tered cow Chiefg Mixture 118- State College, reports that prda,tornmunity your home and my home.
ad
5679 from .1.-.W. reicher,el-Peen- gress is being made on the farm follows:
--l- Amur I,'
I
this summer.
:
broke.
Truck crops, 5 wires: soybeans.
FATHER'S HOME,MY GRANDFATHER'S HOME
Wednesday thou Saturday 35c cash -price in effect
Actual 395-121Iy producton records
There are now 120 laying hens 23 acres: young orchard, 3v2
acres:
covering the past 10 years of which produced an average of 2
MY GREAT GRANDFATHER'S HOME. You
Wheat, 32 acres; corn, 54 acres;
8,000 purebred Jersey average cases of eggs per
and your forefathers, and I and-My forefather%
month or 5 clover, 14 acres; oats, 24 acres;
TROUSERS
SKIRTS
. 9971 of 5.4 per cent milk 538 W
dozen eggs a day. The best layer barley, 12 acres; crimson clover, 20
have done a lot, of living to make Calloway Counpounds of butterfat. Many Jerseys
2 Pair 29c
2 for 29c
ty a home we are proud of. You are here because
have produced the butterfat equiv- produced 183 ems, in 8 months. acres; tobacco, 5 acres; Irish potayou-Jove it and don't want to live elsewhere, and I
Aents of their own body weight in Next year there are to be 400 toes, 2 acres; sweet potatoes, 1
FlIEV/PICIEUVAND DELIVERY
hens instead of 120.
• seas than a year.
p.
acre; tomatoes, 2- acres.
am- here because !love it. No place else is home to
The 500 pullets will be culled for
merf make no apology for feeling a closer relation
The crops are doing exceptionally
laying this fall, and about 1,500 well this dry weather.
to you than any.other people on earth, and I know
baby chicks have been raised We
,
at most of. you feel the same toward-me.
year. . The chickens - next yeas
•
Ccainty
farmers.
tag:
will consist of White Lesbogas.
•
visited the Tarlatan ltxperiment
•71.31/.._Peplar St.
and White Rocks.
HOOD.
HALL
_
Yield, the lragest tour ever made
scelves produced In22 Western
--111••••••
Of the 49 cows, ii produced out of the county. '
Eihnlucky beef herds made a net
Mftt of $933 each at weaning age,.
according to a study which the
State College of Agriculture and
Home Economics made in Union.
Todd. Christian and Logan counties. Full allowance was Made for
feed,,Anterest and taxes on the
herd', deprecation. shelter
and
•
.
equipment Considering feed only,
the profit was $12.33 per calf.
Feed accounted for three-fourths
of the total cost of each calf. It
ranged from $13.01 to $3345 per
cow, with an average of $22.83 Net
returns varied from $22.70 to a
r9s •
minus 43 cents per cow The value of the calves produced ranged
then $43.08 to $3475 per Cow. The
average was $34.9e Per cow.
'
Menmaking the study note tfbt
harvested roughagiE was the 'aright
single item of cost, accounting for
44 per cent of the total cost.
Roughage costs can be lowered on
many farms, they say, by eliminating waste from over-feeding, thus
preventing tramping under feet_
and using hay for bedding. Better summer pastures with earlier
losae
spring and later fall pastures
,
would cut the amount of rough•
age necessary, they add. They
also stress the 'wisdom of feeding
corn with care, unless the cows
are thin,.or part of the herd is
Showing.the Spacioita.Intarlor of the Bank of Murray
milked.
14,

a f.

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices

CARMAN REPORTS
PROGRESS MADE
ON FARM - -
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OUTLAND CEMETERY MEETING
•
The regular meeting at Outland
Cemetery has been set for Wednesday. July 18 According to the
committee a program will be given
at this time.

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD .
•

•

ik•
Marshall County farmers are using combines to harvest redtop,
timothy.,Jespedeza, bluegrass and
other seeds.
Read the classified column.

Ccutgriaittaistidifs,

ON THE OPENING ON TUESPAY,_ XIS 8, 1941, OF THE

tgi

Front view ad the Bank of Murray. showing lien) Tremen Beale, President, a n d

(atm)

George Hart, Cashier.

We, the Bank of Murray, welcome this new industry and -deeelOpment to
.
' and sellour section. We offer our services and facilities to cattle bums
labored
who
unceasingly for the ultimate corn- 0
ers. To the farsighted men
pletion of this project, we extend our heartiest congratulations a n d best
wishes for the future. To those who-will operate these.-new yards we say:
"SUCCESS TO YOU!" We welcome you to Murray and will do all in our
power to aid you in the successful operation of the Murray Stockyards.
•

T-HE BANK OF MURRAY

-

JOE T. PAVER

FOURTH AND MAIN STREETS, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SAFE — SOUND — STRONG

At Parker's Jewelry Store
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Have you& perpetual firiViira?
Better look after year eyes!

Perhaps your glasses are outmoded
--adapted to a particular degree of
vision which may have altered
since you got them Don't suffer because of It. Come in for an examination.

'County
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Wesley Keaper-Malces Plans
For Beautification of Campus
Murray—Gmtchlate.z.—bm-eeliebartir110410•4orelseitcr
\training in
• Is Superintendent N. Y. _for
rfluSevni W0 1 Intl visual educeof Grounds
non.
•

Colthiater. News

THURSDAY, JULY

TIMES, MURRAY KENTUCKY
structure west of the Tennessee
River. It was my privilege to be
a student there under Prof. Henry
Hold, the first president.
. The first house or worsnip erected „in Murray was a Christian
.--tt stood on the tot -*mupied -by"Nat Ryan's home at the
time of his death. It was one of
the two first public buildings
erected in Murray. The Court
house being the other.
The erection of this church was
due chiefly to the efforts of Peyton Utterback who did must of the
work with his own hands. He was
assisted by Pr. McCall, a dentist
of Paris, Tenn., and an able preacher. A partial list of the members
is as follows; Peyton Utterback,
Rachel Utterback, his wife, and
their sons. Albertus and John, John
Trimble, Rachel in. Trimble, Henry
B McCarthy. Mrs. Ella Green,
Martin Johnson, Martha Johnson,
James and Martha McKnight, David and Ella Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. David Douglas_ James Cain'well,- Mr. and M.rs..Jonah Shultz,
Sally Wear, Mr and Mrs. William
H. Curd, Sarah A. Ryan, Joel H.
Curd, William H. Cutchin, James
Martin. Mr. and Pin. Liu Baldwin. Abe Thompson..
The Murray Misonie lodge was
origally organized and chartered
at Wdesboro and was removed to
Murray when the county seat was
moved. It was chartered in 1,838
and was the first organized west
of the Tennessee River
Linn Bond who served as speaker of the States House of Representative in .1852 was a Calloway
countian.

Guardsmen Quartet To Sing

Wear, truly having same hot
dreaapeather. Wish we could get a
good riin Gardens are *rag up

next year, good night, ladies, the
price will soar aria roar like an
airplane. Please pass the cornbread!
Miss Larene Nanny of Pottertown
was the guest last week of her
cousin, Miss Ruth Scott of Stella.
How good and. pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in
unity. Pessimist said: "My glass is
half engliity " Outirrast said: "My
glass is halt full.'•
I read in .the paper that 4,000
people die of cancer of the mouth
annually caused from smoking
cigarettes, and the majority of
convicts in penitentiaries are under
25 years of age. Are you prepared
to disbelieve these statements' I'm
not.
.
Miss Hontas Bridges and Miss
Kathleen Knight went flying down
Highway 121 on a motorcycle managed by Clots Hargrove of California and one time rode regular
blue grass racehose through he
Eleanor Roosevelt has flown
over the USA in air planes: bin the
aidn't done - nothing yet!
Will Darnen, et of Coldwater.
Funeral
died Saturday, Julle 28
services were held in Coldwater
Church of Christ, of which he was

to be very short if the' rain is deLa' yed 'Much longer.
Guess lots Lid people will be (viebrating the 4th. We hope we will
'
The hedetifiation program la not hear of any serious accidents.
Wesley KenTier, Murray gradof =annual planning through
Our- community has been made
Vete, has recently been'apPointed one
future years _AO although many sad again by the passing of one.
mule=
the
of
our friends and neighbors. Will
improvements have been visualized
and superinteddent of ghlunds at
much time will be necessary to• Darnell. who died Saturday. June
,.
• •
_2.4latirteaL -State.
of
4a7t the lillurKemper
.111
2r8a.y fcilii
s°t'
p rd
eas
"
• '• ,By the use of p. reale nagdel Tzteclitestated.
- imentis and 20 days of age. Mr
which is 2:10.11t being constructed_ of
---leaves to mourn his departure 114
_the entire campus,- plans are being
widow. Mrs. Marshall Jackson Dar.
Made for the "MtirraY-at
one daughter. Mrs. Louise:
▪
-Tht- Miniature- --campus.
_
two son,s. Hafford and Bar'South;
•
.
.
"when completed. will be 27 feet
ofd. Lloyd. father and mother. Mr-.
Everywh
ere
you
look
today
long .and 8-14 feet wide,.'
see peowe working
C-and Mrs. Riley Darnell; two broth--:
The Guardsmen Quartet of Holly- derer's Song", "Gwine to ilebbdiri.
"Efforts to beautify the campus get the weekly rounds inside in'-ers• Jason and Calvin Darnit two
.;ior the
stire,, sisters. Mrs. Famaie Snow and Mrs.
"Roundup Lullaby.',' "Silver on
maidr-m various '.'sr
tne Sage". "Malaguene", and "The
..Eempr'
stated. -We veielt:tormake everyupe who is trusty "American
rtiZ
te
hn:
unge
Culbertson,
-5P
Inc..
CICaQtrlL
Chicago.
ibi
jlarry
renierritij
.° Lady Killers Quartet".
il
.°atVt-'31rilt4
fri;
er:an
ef nd
a s
br
..iiiirovedients by the rearrapate- will celebrate,
extend to the family clur deepest 11.1., will present a special proAmong the motion pictures in
'Merit of- shrubbery and extensive .-, Mr. and Mrs. James. Preston syhtpethy in their hours of bygram in chapel at Murray State which they have appeared are:
-Mhdscape *node. Tftrodgh proper Stubblefield of -Detroit are spend- reseement
this week -with his -parent. Mrei - ibis.l
All -Came True", "Strawberry
-Monday -morning. July 7.
i.inney hadthe cast
'planning of new satiewstlkE9;50-!ige1ock.
"Navy Blues", "Parson of
-.hope -to ,elsminate-all-patas 'abaft aRd . Mrs rrenton _AjubbIefient ...--"-raimoved Vora her broken leg Sal
1-_5h
arnint". and ," Gay Nineties."
-Henry
_mar. tbeAreatzty--- nt the-ansrptik--7-She is--reparted as dot
es
and Mrs. Terry Pogne, Miss Mac vcv well but'is 'et unable • to
Over the radio they were heard
' tenor; Earl Hunsaker.
"Any aeggestions will be •,trej,
pie Deans and Landis Pogue an_dLek.dh?without
"Showboat", "Good News",
sT144_m'.1it
baritone;
with
tenor;
randt.
aid
of'
crutches
.
coined- and cii,nauons of Dowira
es Heath took CialZiIE
hr ' i e Godys,t'hel
Miss Phase & Sanborn with Edgar Ber• • • bass; And
StO-p
Aanellais
rtdunim Ductle/11r
-old-fashioned-7
7J
- ame
e Meti.
- - 'i at this exitusg.--'
gen and Charlie McCarthy, Al JolElizabeth Lpird: accompanist.
willhe appreciated"
day. .
,all__
_ ..
Hafford Darnell was called home
Numbers .Yin the program,ac- son program, Eddie Cantor Hour,
Settee:1 workers are used in the
It looks now asrif
- our boys froth Army training because of the cording to Prof. Price Doyle, head "tshell Chateau", Owe Monte in
-up-keep- of the--tamp= end the are going' 'to be taken !torn our illness and death' Of his lather_
of Murray's tine arts department. 'Rick's Open House",
'beautification- project-7-Effort is rimier-and sent"---to-prelmitr--for.
Mrs Tany Kirkland spent the
They were tour of the even
will include: "Ode to Musk",
week -end with,her eon. Fred Kirkto gite-gticieworlter a chance tbe horrible war. Fred-1k'"Doiirr. Among. the Dead Men"_. warts In the filth, 'Snow twhlt.
Ken Kirkland
-to have the type of job most its tort racenrea eig_goammaualsigC-7.1-land and
and
Where E'er You Walk". **A Wan- and the Seven ,Dwarfs".
urday. -For all its seeming as hard dauithters.
W-Wit-;hi*. teterestse • .-.,
4W-Jaalston.
-7
• .
Keinper has for several years to,. see-them -gor-er/nit - mare tWiW-Allia-aniVIllirsa.ben- coditi-a -boy hive
:iltini ion,'Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jackson
The first jail In Murray was com4
4
`been -- d8veloging
The
college Ito help
estou Haneline of Si Louis
_save his country-bairn de- and
pleted in 1847. The first poor farm
anuseum Whicji be started while a truetion•
. .
thee- funeral of -Will Dar,li
were
home
and
built
in
IMO,
The
As tinsel a • goodly number ise4
.
5"
• • le1y/11827 -11e_jfeadilated In
- 'nell unday.
By
first-paper in Calloway was a re- ladies and gesitlemen were in the
Mrs. Sam WeCutelseon spent the
-..1934 and Pi g
raduate wOrk at the
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Lamb lixt
ligious
published
journal
by
John
with her parents. 24..
end
beautiful
'week
city
o/ Murray Saturday
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE
,. family and Mr' and Mrs. Wilson
,iJniversity of Kentucky the foln
-Elliott and called the Central Bap- afternoon. I say .ghinf of Police
and Mrs C. B. Henry. Same ''''
Lamb have moved to near May
*
•
ytter. He also has 'beeft now . in. Detroit but plans
tist„Wrier. The first minister in and his deputy' march a "lad" of
lo be field , _
.
will be in the grocery
• connected _with the
state-v.'ide home for the "fourth."
• Continuing our quest for FIRST the 'county is supposed to have 14 years into the city pollee stahesin
„firoject as unit supervisor
THINGS in Calloway we find 'the ben Henry Darnall of the Primi- tion silently and ipiietly. I saw
Were sorry to report 'thedirinfff
sirkwie
.
impr
s
ovtive Baptists. He organPzed the quite a few candidates--one from
•
.
urray and project supervisor of Mrs. Harold,,Arnold
following:
We hone ing from a recent nines's'
first -church in the countY at Sol- Hazel, running for Squire, gave me
• at Louisville.
she sueeddy recover,
Earl Lamb has been on the sick ^-rie--first Commissioners ap- .dier's Creek.Another Baptist his card knowing that I voted in
list for the .past several days.
- pointeff TO "build a- jail were Wil-. minister, Ossalarn Copeland. found- Brinkley. However, I am for him
.Tones. Eli Cochran and Henri ed - tile- Old Salem church which
VALI see you later-K__
just the same. At present I'm very
S.U. and that- Dennis 1;kengingItin still remains about two miles
politically-minded, but after AugWas awarded the contract.
Southeast of Murray. The Bap- ust 2, then what? In-April 1/23 a ferry was estab- tists also, organized .a church at
A marriage ceremenn was proop:
lished at Davis Ford en' Clark's Wadesboro at an • early date. The
Women of this community -see- ,itiver, and in- July the same year Methodists followed closely in the nounced by C. L. Francis.'minister
beginningberry licking and there- others were. licensed to ferry oh. wake of the Baptists. and in 1821 of Murray Church of Christ,. In his
dwelling house adjoining the M. E.
the Tennessee River.
fore canning- is. otg, gf
tit Mg. --Sattll•thiy- after0 ffie day
was e
mist mew
Sutherland's Campgrnund in the
.
noon... June 28, at 3 o'clock, for
We are having some brit weather in the new Ceurt House at Walks- northwest . part of -the
county.
Wood,
Leonard
21, and Miss Anna
at this ume.
-bon.) in 1832. Benjamin Shacklk- Among the first ministers were A.
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Brooks. Rafe ford was Judge, John Bearden and 'C. Waterfield and Morgan Will- Elizabeth Thompson. 18. Very fine young
people
whom we esteem 2
judges.
Brooks. Mr and Mrs Stanley Dun- Reuben Rowland associate
Wins.
highly..
can and•cbildren. Gear! and Brooks, James Calloway was Clerk with - Slhon
after county's, organization.
Shannon Ellis, of near Stella
were Saturday night guests of.Mr, William Curd as deputy. At this
Presbyterian ministers established mill, told me that his father,
Dun_lean of--- Court Calloway's first two 'churches,
and Mrs. Elton Oaklej.
-one
at
Kennedy'.
can- Ellis out old Cro&tland way,
Mrs. Elvert Endman and two lawyers,. -Benjamin Patton and Campground
one
and
on
Dormon
was
badly pestered by the tremere
children of Highland Park. Mich., James Breathitt. were admitted to Creek
in the, western:part of the dous hail. steam _last week
are the- guests -of Mr. and Mrs. the bar,-Edward- -Jones-and- Rich- Miinty7which.
The- latter - became known knocked, things flat as
a johnny
Homer Burkeen and other rela- ard L. Mayes were admitted about as McElrath
Campground. John' cake. But "Burk' Clark said ha*
tives and friends here at this time. 1830.
•.
e
Smith, Chas. E. Hays and Samuel stones were so huge that
they did
The first Forrck tourt House. was Johnson weer
Mr. and Mrs Kars Scot; and Milprobably the earliest not all melt until the
next day
,erected at.Wadesboro in 1620-31: It Presbyterian
Balking:I have
preachers.
and the rain following_ the hall
ted pe
,a elare_ad ertir-:
"Titt-F.' Mat' rhriatiarr -igiwk
in-1111Ted 'an einpfi. pond smac-deb'
'lei:
.
a
Mr
p
9fIs
krs
-A.-11ala°41-Dayl Syr
nries
-"4-him
the
county
full.
was
established
Eh, Olive Oyl?
it Conmoved- to the home vacated by
Ls 1842 a bill was passed by the
Wheat crop averaged more than
Mr and Mrs. Kara Scott and %in- legislature _establishing Marshall' eord.
Undeekan 'early law (if Kentucky 22_busheis per acPe. Lewis Hard-' County .out of the North .half of
A large crowd attended memorial Calloway. The_dine ran through the
courts of the several ing and Devote Reed made three
services at Palestine Saturday. A Wadesboro and the new county counties 'airt•te 'ordered to have Or four hundred bushels each. ft
good sermnn was delivered by the seat was located at Murray while surveyed and patented within their was the best average since 1931 at
for iht• 1/1i1(
Of
pastor. Rev W T M Jones. and Benton
was esablished as the resin.ctive counties the requisite which time it ran up to 33 bushels
the Reverend Mr. Farris. Saturday county seat of Marshall. The first number ot acres for endowment of per acre. Price of what is now
morning Song were enjoyed dur- Courthouse' m Murray was a good a seminary. Calloway hid two of $101. If 'The war keeps on till
ing the afternoon hours
brick building 50 feet square and these: one at Murray and one ,at
Mr and Mrs Burns - Geurin and two stories high. It contained a Concord, The Murray building was
children of Paducah. visited Mrs. large court room on .the first floor of brick and the one at Concord
Geurin's patents. Mr. and Mrs. and four county offices on the sec- was a, frame structure. The old
Hardin Ross, over the week -end.
ond.
The Commissioners who seminary at Murray stool until the
Mrs Etna I.A•e- of St. Louis. who superintended its building were Murray 'Institute was established.
spent the
her brother, Jesse F. Stephens, B. G. Imes, G. By the way the Institute was said
Nan Adams and Mrs. Adams, also D. McDonald, and ,D. C. Lynch. to be the most handsome school
visited many of her friends in her
Old neighborhood
She attended,
Memorial services at Palestine Saturday and was the guest
Mr.
,nd Mrs, Clevre Lee of Murray,
naturday night She
Visiting- at
time with her brother, Cubbie
Adams and family and friends of
.. Paducah.
Miss Sue Holland. Prentice Hol}ann. MISseS VeIrria; Their& and
Mar eared Johnson. Ind Edison
ieurkeen . WlEre Sunday
dinne•
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bt.gard Afternoon callers in -the Br
gard home were Rafe Brooks. Pail
Hopkins, Hugh Erwin Mathis. Mi
Hazel Parise. Mimes Nadine an,.
Velma Sweet. •
- 11firearftibtirn 'Holland t_ient. Sun
Ilitrn: Bradley Qvi6T
Mr -and Mrs. Ben Childress :.•
son. Mrs
Police Fennel.
Robbie and Hazel Fennel NA
Saturday night guests- of Mr. an,:

.11:•

Cherry Corner

3,.19411

one Of the most useful and Intim*.
IL
tial members, Sunday.
Pogue and Curtis Doran Of
-field were in charge.
-I
:et
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Churns
Harrisburg, Ill, called on us Sun-'
day afternoon en route from Murray where her father and mother
and other relatives live, to Graves
County to see his people. Yes, Tye
known Ours. Chunn and Leola
Waldrop from the day of their
school days at Coldwater
and
Chunn school districts. Mrs. Ralph
Holcomb and Buddy and Robby
of - Salem, Ill., who accompanied
them to Kentucky. stayed in Murray. Oura has been a rai ad
man for the past 18 years for.
"Big Four" Railroad compel)
northern states. Al let whon
esteem highly. P. S.: There g
people are subscribers for Th
Ledger & Times at Harrisburg. 111.
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Some Early History

Dr. Lowelt-M. Jones
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—

Welcome a the

of

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY -

FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
NEWEST ENTERPRISE!

te •

-Mho Bee Reese spent the Bra
the Week with her sister. Mn. Lu:.,
and-Mrs. te Ilopk
visited Sunday afternoon with --Mr
Hopkins' father, W. A. Hopkins.
Eyes.
.
•
-Cartoon' in- • Punch .Loncicir,
Daddy. is Irli121161d..a.-asianiey-bur
dee in:Pet- war strithi".e•
-.•
If -yetrTare-iirelottlit- whether_ -t
kiss a 'girl,- giye her the' benefit ,•'
the -doubt, '

This agency welcomes you . . . as it_ixast
been welcoming people and new enter/
'prises to Murn.iy since 1906'— 35 ears .1
ago!May you grow with the fastest growKentucky.,
c„441)=.344,4111111
-

A Picture of Health
PilENUT .

Plenty of Vegetables: A
• While in Murray._
JULY 8,

—During ii9t weather .-you need more-lof the
vitamins that build up -energy. Yet you derflot
want:to gat heavy, hard-to-digest .-food. The
logical solution is to eat lots of fresh frIts .
and vegetables,'which are in seasiin now, and
drink more milk. Aish is always_ in season,

-NLW
CARS

•

•
Visit our complete Garage and Lubrication Department •••-•••

Stokes-Smith Motor

COMPANY

A. B. Beale & Son
Telephone 191
189'1---Miu-ray5 Ky.
1!st
it
•v

_

•

Ask About Our Special Prices on Tires!

Murray Milk Products

c.

•

-

•

PLUMBING
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE.

NEW FORD
TRUCKS

',TH iltETBRGITSON SYSTEM

TRY SUNBURST MILK! -

SUPPLIES1,

t TUESDAY,
'ce and see the —

• ,'_FORD TRACTORS

Yoli ill your milk 'friim.IVIurray
Company.

Murray,

•

• 211 East Main

-40

Phone 170

Murray, Kentucky
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OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon July 3, 1941
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anin N. Blalock Files..
SLEDD ANNOUNCES
NEW DELIVERY
SERVICE HERE
The
Murray Post-Office announces that they have added an
additional mail delivery. The Post-Office department has established
a Star Route that picks up the St.
.Luitis and Eastern mail in Hopkiniiville at 5:30 a. m. and brings
Sit to-Murray via Cadiz. Postmaster
Harry 1. Sledd said this morning.
le delivery is .-sokswialed to arrigg in Murpy .at 7:30 a. m. and
should not vary much from this

Prominent Local Merchant-Fides at The Request of His Many Friends

March of Time Tea
Set for,july'10
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
United Daughters Of the Confedaracy.--rMarch of Time" costume
tea Will be held at the home at
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott Thumday, July 10, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.
in.
The local chapter has offered In
the past unusual forms of entertainment and the committee in
charge bas done considerable work
to make :Asir -yeses tee the
ever. The -proceeds from this tea
will go in tin'effort to aid China.
This is a patriot' and
cause and voiuntary offerings will
be taken during the evening.
. The., cmznitise espsimses hoRt
that the citizens will respond' as
generously for this: year's tea as
they have in the past.

•

t

prArtically alast minute decision;Par vin N. Blalock, prominent local grocer, filed
atiowand declaratioriOf candidacy-for Mayor of the City Of Murray, Ky., irilYettio•
cratictprimaries, August 2, J94 I, today. The filing date will close tomorrow (Thursday)
at I2iiidnight. According to Mr. Blalock, the last minute filing was due to the fact that
never shaving entertained any political ambitions, he was reluctant to file and did so finally
only,under the influence of a substantial group of local citizens—Who persistently urged his
-.• •
C.411-0idacy.
- ess admin_platform" would consist simply of a buiim
intervieiv he stated that
own
wn suf2esslie
as
govertthâit
applyini
a
business
was
it
diat
all
after
guetiiied
he
that
el erymodestlyatatect
, mess. I- -TV—
position and not politics as he saw it, so he probably would get alongall right in the o fice
__bf_mayor.
Mr: Blalock is well known-in Calloway County as well as the City of Murray, having
spent a ninnbernof years ih the mercantile business On the East side of Calloway where he
rriadea host of friends. He came to Murray in I 929 to accept a position with the Murray
Milk Products Co. After five years with this firm he became a partner of Rudolph Thurman in the.grOcery basinessinlqurray. Later he bought the interest of Robert Lee in the
-bm-&_ Elliott Crocerk-Where he was the active partne-r of Henry Elliott under the firm'name
of Elliott & Blalock until 1938 when failing health caused Mr. Elliott to retire at which time
Mr. Blalock acquired his interest.and -became sole owner and operator of what is now know
Blaktcles
In 1914, Mr. Blalock.ritarriedina Thurman of Biandon, Ky. To ihis-Union-1-0 children
were born and reared all of which reside in Murray. The family are all members of the
First Baptist Church here. Mr. Blalock is a member of the local. Masonic Lodge, also d
member of the Woodmen of the World and his been active in civic affairs since he arrived
in Murray.
Mr, Blalock stated that his forMalizmouneement would,appear-in- - thisweek.
-4-

array's New Enterprise
Opening-to be- Gala Affa'ir
IBa4an'd Mayor
Graham Issues
To Take Part in
for Local
Opextfrig Ceremonies
Statement Forms.

Calloway County's newest enter.
prise, the MurSiy Livestock Corn.
pan)', will hold its first sale Tuesday,
July 8. at It o'clock in its new
1103020 foot,shed located on South
eccirid Street here in,_hfulTay, according to Audrey Simmons, who
time.
will direct the local aitivities.
soon as-the mail _and.:parMr. Simmons with his partners
Route are
cels from this Star
Clay Lewis of Clarksville,' Term,
worked in the Murray Post-Office
and Joe Altsheler,' HoPkiturville,
•
the rural carrier's will leave on
took over the yards wheti husinesstheir respective routes. This armeh of Murray_ underwrote tho
rangement will mean that every
undertaking that was sponsored
person on the rural routes out of
by the Viking Business Men's Club
Murray will receive his mail by
and the Murray Chamber of Comnoon.. Besides giving the rural
merce. The land was purchased
'patrons a better service it will
from J: J. Moore consisting of apfirms
busineas
the
that
mean
also
proximately seven acres adjoining
can, ges.their business mail at twist
the railroad siding in the southeast
an hour tattier In the morning.
part of the city. The contract for
The Progress Report submitted
• This same Star Route leavea the
the building was let to the CalloHighway
Murray office each afternoon at to Frankfort, Kentucky
way Lumber Co. and construction
Highway
4:15 o'clock. carrying such mail and Department by the Rural
was started immediately under the
fiscal year from
parcels as can be better delivered Division for the
of Humphrey Key, condirection
March 31,' 1541.
in this manner. If yeti have rn,V1 April 1. 1940, to
tractor
associated with the Calloe
the
wort
following
that
shows
_tue_ ra,Iden . Plied
way Lumber Co. Approximately
n Rlilre—orn—ruil11-111101
Hopkinsville and near towns,'Mr.
merrIvel-e efilllTdr01—ftlrlWiT8 roads in Cannella,
county
and
A.
P.
that
means
simply
it
stated,
Sledd
in the construction of the shed
by the WPA, Calloway
All candidstes in the current and the office building adjoining. ,
you will get speedier .service in County.
County and Rural Highway Di•
election will meet nth the County The shed is finished with sturdy 1,
the delivery of same.
vision of the Kentucky Highway
Court Clerk's office Tuesday, July native oak with a -channel drain
asks
department
Post-Office
The
Department:
8. .at 10 a. in., to draw for po- roof covering the entire 'structure.
that all patrons have their letters
30.6 miles maintained
sitions on the Democratic Primary A huge selling ring with seats
and parcels in the Murray Postmiles graded and drained
24.4
ballots of August 2; Mary Russell arranged- like a football stadium
Office one hour before train time.
surfaced with ba
miles
24.7
Williams, county court clerk, an- idea is located for the selling ope•
hour for disas it takes one i
gravel
nounced this morning.
ration. Stalls for at kinds of livepatching. This means that the
over
.constructed
4 .bridges
stock are arranged with opening
Star Route Will not interfere with feet in length.
trains.
to
allow the cattle freedom and
scheduled
regular
other
the
In the past fiscal year these three
feeding while waiting for the
"May this office please advi-se,the 'organizations
have
cooperated
sale itself. Loading chutes and un'patrons of this office to please be I closely in the construction of the
loading chutes adjoin tbe strut-- titled that• by using- Air MS1.1 ruida in the: othiLluitric.ps.: The
tore. -- The building' his, aftaralapir
y get sn
(sada sere"I Rural Highway. Divisien has spent
water and lighting facilities
I
.
. _
' said. -IC for Ingtance a large, percentage of their money
Sled(
you are sending a letter - to New in furnishing equipment, the WPA
The office and cafe is finished
on the interior irt knotty pine and
York. Washington. Boston or any has furnished labor and materials,
painted white and is directly adof the latger cities in the East the county has furnished what mainterview was hundreds of other lesser officers
The following
joining the shed. Mr Simmons
cii can mail your letter in this terial
and equipment that was
Chapel
In
Appear
captaini,
Will
majors
and
colonels,
Guardsmen
from
and
mail,
(air
in.
p
has arranged to feed all those atby 2:45
available for this etas, of work.
given by Rill Packman manager
all men of much military knowlat Murray State on
tending the Tuesday sales with an
it v, ill te..• delivered in any of these
This work was done under the
of Lerman's Store of Murray. Mr.
edge.
July 7
up-to-the-minute cafe, serving most
&ist-rti cities the next morning.
supervision of Lee Puryear, en.
Packman was born in Russia and
anything that one would desire in
CAMP POLK. I.a , June 24-1-. Reed there until he was 15. Dun, "However the strength of Russia
"This Post-Office hae at all kineer in charge of this district
the way of palatable foods.
The Guardsmen Quartet will aptimes a full stock of Savings Bonds and W P Curlin. his assistant and 4Speciali—Selectee James M. Gro- ing the world war he served as today is 50.000 tanks. 25.000 to
Mr. and Mrs J. a x-ray' technician at- the U. S. 30:000 planes, 10.000 of which are pear on the chaisel program July 7,
Arrangements have been made
wet:Defense Stamp." the Murray the rural foreman
gan. the son
has
Murray,
5,
for a spectacular opening with
oustmaster said in conclission.
D Grogan of Route
Proving Grounds at Aberdeen. first class and can compare favor- 9:50 a. in. The quartet is spona
-as
Polk
Camp
Murray High School band
at
the
just arrived
Md. Mr. Packman has a son now ably with the German corps
CHINA RELIEF STARTED
sored by Harry Culbertson, Inc.,
Armored serving with the U. S. Armed
the 3rd
of
leading a parade to the yards
member
pilots and a mil- Chicago, Ill.
30.000
are
"There
has forces
under the direction of Harlan K.
Dr J H'Richmond announced to- 'Bayou Blitz) Division. He
lion and one half. mechanics trainThe quartet consists of Henry
Inglis rand Mayor George Hart
day that plans have been complet- been assigned to Co. G 38th 'Inf.
"As a natiye of Russia where I ed for special work.
Iblings, tenor; In Hunsaker, tenor;
will officially present the yards
ed to solicit funds for the United 1440.1d).
born in the Ukrine near the
'Russia has practically no navy William Brandt, baritone; Dudley
to its operators.
Excerpirpf Private Grogan's let- was
China Relief Fund.
Sea, I have always been but she has three large battle- Kuzell, bass;• and "Eliiabeth Laird
Black
/dr, 4imnsons predicts that the
Special committees have been ap- ter follow,
the progress'ofRue, ships and three more of the large
in
interested
is
training
local'
bring many
will
piano.
army
enterprise
at the
"I think the
pained and will be announced in
sia and the welfare, of its people
nearing completion. One airthousands of dollars to Calloway
Concerning the fifth number,
next week's paper, according to 0. K. for young men. I eras first but have never been in sympathy type
de85
cruisers,
craft carrier, nine
County especially with so many
sent to Fort.Sheridan. Ill.. where I
Qtraftette",
Dr. Rictutiond.
Lady Killers
its forms of government. es- stroyers and over 200 submarines. "The
buyer* attempting to secure cattle
remained for three days and nights. with
which the quartet will present in
regime.
Bolsheviki
the
pecially
now that the Government is buy"Pierre Larzarev,• editor of the its program July 7, the manageA group of 300 came to Camp
. Without a doubt Pine Bluff will
presthe
in
outlook
my
However,
ing such large quantities for denow MaFrench publication has pubPolk, La., where I am
Jee its largest and best Fourth of
very largest
"Considerable time
not
is
stated:
ment
Germany
• .----....
with
war
ent
the
in
recently
fense+and armed forces.
-, lished an article
tiSped.
Jaily •eeiebration in the history of
Although due to the
spent in reThepublic is invited to visit thr
New York Times that "Russia has and effort has been
"We all have fu bllg at encouraging.
the county as Cullie and Lowell
trained
well
a
tact 41114 Russia has
AUDREY SIMMONS
opening - day sale and look in on
-44
a Maginot line 13.000 miles long search for authentic TOMmties, songs
each other's army haircuts.
Steely are bringing to this county's
a
and
men
4.000.000
over
Audrey 'Simmons of Hazel, who the procedure and, the local operaand in some places going for and routines by the quartet and t
"We were *really dumb at first, army of
playground a fine program which
three
to
two
from
of
army
reserve
several miles deep which should their best knowledge, this presen- with his two partners assume com- tors ask that all having cattle, hogs,
We didn't know right face from
includes four groups of famous
of training numbering over play a big part in the present war. tation shows just how a fine male mand of Murray's newest enter- lambs and etc. to sell to have them
left face., But we are gradually years
radio stars as well as other endd.
these
of
size
the
Men,
5.000.000
Com- at the local yards early in the
I
learning that now.
tertainers for the occasion
"Fifty thousand tints the largest quartet of - 50, -years 'age.- sang a prise, the Murray Livestock
categories along with the
pany's huge sales shed on Second morning in order. to have them
that
"Oh. yes the meals are excellent ferent
feat
a
is
world,
soncert
the
This program is being well rein
number
-- civilian trained army
Tuesday, weighs* and classified for selling.
and that is what I like most of 8.000:000
by the
ceived by thousands of persons
Other selections to be presented street for -their first sale
Russia a great numerical has been asknowledged Martel,
July 8. at 1 o'clock: is deeply
all. The only thing I dislike about gives
Coldnel
expert,
who wish to spend the holiday
"Down
English
Music",
to
"Ode
include:
only
will
war
If the
the training is staying away from strength.
German general, Sheves- Among the Dead Men-, "Where appreciative for the rousing welon an outing and are delighted
last Russia can probably place in and the
concern by the
Murray. Ky.. and Cairo, Ill.
that .a program of this calibre
goodf Yet there vs still one im- E'er You Walk". "A Wanderer's come accorded his
men.
20,000.000
around
field
the
Chamber Of Commerce:, 'Murray
- -I hope to see you in II months
Russia's de.will be brought within the limits
portant factor In
"RoundHebb'n','
to
"Gwirie
Song",
expressed
"Some military experts
business men, the farm folks and
and 21 days.
of Calloway County.
fense system that has not been
the opinion that because of the brought out. Russia has the poor- up Lullaby", "Silver on the Sage", issued the following Statement:
"James M. Grogan"
Mr Steele said this morning
killing of so m.a•ny great Russian est- transportation on the conti- ;'Noctur', and "Malaguena".
ldrs. Ainanda McGrefer,-17, Ben- '
"We hope to build this concern
that in order to abide by rules of
generals such as Gen. Tuchasheky. nent".
into one of the biggest and, best ton. Route'3, died Sunday from inbirth state and federal governmenta,
Yakir,
Gen,
Wegorovano,.:Gen,
Gen.
juries
sustained in an autcimobee
Kentuelty
10
to
Western
of its kind in
the prices.had been changed
In closing Mr. Paekman stated:
Hebroviteh: Gen. Garmanick and
and through this firm to tri4ng accident Saturday night She was
and 25 cents. "We regret that
Mosthe
that
opinion
the
of
am
"I
Gen Putnov and others by. Stalien
much money to our livestock is. member of the Soldier Greek
this change had to be made after
be moved to anthat Russia would be handicapped cow capitol will
people of Calloway and adjoin- Primitive Baptist church and _WM
we had already advertised the proin deep
etenewriere
spot
other
A
sort
this
of
without leaders
ing counties. • WP assure the people -native of Marshall Couisty.--gram at another price but we hope
CILBCRTSVILLE. ZUna-24--Con. -rage friend of Russia used famous Bustin and ytia I will not be sur.sesuices. -seerts held et
and
eirlivest
te_
'ring itheir
We o coopereto
all pe-reoas will iiiaVeitend Thu
struction started today. June 24, on military strategist, Max Verner_i_o prised that She German advance
•16
highest prices the residence Monday at 10 a, ni,
full
situation." Cullie Steele told -this
and pint of the his book on paie-3it. is of the o'Y date would rerieh
th,
to
Rev.
John Henson- Offf-'
the
with
wish
who
Those
times.
all
at
churches.
1200
has
city
Kentucky
the
of
great
section
This
concrete
opinion that the purging by the
The local post of the American
Burial was in Homier
over opr floors Tuesday are elating.
The musicians will open
Dam, when the first bucketful of Russian leader also undermined If Russia can withstand thr Ger- Legion will hold its annual picnic sell
asked to bring their livestock early Ceits*vrY..
early in the'day and theirpogam Will
concrete was dropped into the the confidence of the present staff man army for from three to five Sunday afternoon. July 6. between
She is mar-Aired by two daugh.
in the day so that they may jae
Continue into the early evening.
the destrucforms
-of officers. 'He often expressed in months it will -wean
the hours of 4:30 and 7:30 at the weighed and classified in order tars, Mrs. Effie Stagg Whittington
Bob Miller. well-iinown master of
area where this construction his hook the opinion that IV would tion of the Hitler regime .for the Woman's Club House
The
and
Mrs.•J. K. Smith; three sisters,
to help speed up the cales.".
ceremonies of Hazel. Ky.. will be
work is 'being done extenkis Out take Stalin years to create such German leader will have paid too
The 'committee in charge of arSimmons and his associates. Mrs. George Cole, Mrs. Mollie
Mr.
as
conquest
at the microphone to keep the
his
river
tor
the
of
Price
from the east bank
military experts as those he de- dear a
rangements stated that the local have 'spared
neither time nor Thompson, and Mrs. Greenville Mcprogram moving along' in rapidand Is enelosed by Vie find metion stroyed. The executiong of the did another -Napoleon in his day post would furnish refreshments money' in an effort to build this Gregor.
Tire' fashion, candidates. wfll havw
that
Within
glary."
of
dam.
coffer
the
of
KEY
The accident, in which ft* perabove officers was also followed by
and entertainment end that all enterprise into one of the best
. the opportunity to have their anHumiihrey Key, locia contractor area TVA construction crews have
ex-soldiers. whether Legion mem- livestosck markets in this sec- sons were injured ,occurred on the
nouncements read to the crowd who-win-try charge of the construe.' been working for several months
are
wives
Mayfield-Paducah highway near
bers are not, and their
tion.
over the public address system by tion of the Murray Livestock removing
500,000
approximatly
St: John's church about 3 p. m.
invited and expected to bring basMaster of Ceremonies Bob- Miller. building, stated that the local live- cubic yards of alluvial depoeit in
tOrday.
kets.
These announcements are limited stock shed end office building are the river bed to uncover the bedA jovial series of games and enin 25 words each, however, they exact rept-lees of the $50.000 Clarks- rock, upon which the dam will be
tertalnment hat been planned and
will be read at numerous times ville. Tenn, buildings. Work was placed, and in drilling and blasting
the local post is expecting a large
during the day.
speeded up in order to allow the operations for the dam's foundanumber to attend.
Cold soft drinks of all kinds pperators to open at an earlier tions
Approximately 125 youth registbe available during the day date than anticipated
concrete in the confirst
The
ered at the local draft board TuesEDITOR
-.BENTON
and barbecue, prepared by Walter
was
struction of the Kentucky Dam
day, according to Mrs. Mary Neale,
' Hutchens. will be one cif the
"SCOOPED" BY STORK clerk
placed on June 3, 1940. when
At the request of the Treasof the board.
--r• specials for the day.
of
boildirtg
the
on
work started
ury Department we announce a
Seven Calloway County youths
The river fronts affords a splenYoung Marshall Wyatt, editor Of and two transferees left Sunday
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new feature of interest and ser-,,
did course for motor boat races
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Cause
ing pictures of the/Milling, thou- out the city and all agreed to
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new; Defense Savings Program
ing from a fall earlier in the day .the Murray Livestock Co.
attractivety two salutes weekly now, as the old 7; _James Lee Calhoun, Murray
sales The interior
sands ofs person 'who enthusiasticthe closing for celebration of the
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RURAL HIGHWAY
REPORT MADE FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY

FAMOUS QUARTET
TO GIVE PROGRAM

•--PACkMAN, GIYYS VIEWS-It.t.SIAN-GERMAN WAR

JAMES GROGAN
WRITES OF LIFE
AT CAMP POLK

Foreman H. Graham, chatririan,
cotton stamp committee, announced
today that retailers of Americangrown cotton goods should complete and returnVS. tile County
'cultural Agent's p_fficg by „July
, three copies of "Retailer's
Statement" form, in order to be
eligible to participate in the Supplementary Cotton Stamp program
which will begin operation in'Calloway 'County on or about August
15.
Mr. Graham,
"Surely", -said
"every retail store will want to
share in the $10,000 worth of new
business which the cotton stamp
plan will ,biring to the merchants
of Calloway County." Mr. Graham
pointed that the Government will
not redeem for Cash stamps taken
by stores that have not filed execut4c1 Retailer's Statements."
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i ie sunny California at Riverside
and finished her high school work
Riverside Polytechnic
at
High
mil before entering Riverside
Junior College. Then M persuit
more education "Miss Katherine," it- Waa then. came over to
Asbury Coheir here in Kentucky
.and- entered the University ofKentlickY litter. To furtffer oomplica
this quest of knowledge she then
tered the University of Southern

KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL EDITORIAJ, ASSOCIATION
•

Bubscription Ratec—In First Congressional District argf, Henry krid
Stewart Couaties, TerM., $1.00 a year; Kentucky. $1 50; Elsewhere, atil.
Advents-111g Rates and leformation about Callaway Coilitty niarktf
furrushed upon application.
We reserve the right to reject way- affssetisinj letters to the Editor.
or Public Voice hems which in our opinion is not for the ben,interest
of our rtaders.

and at tile- 4114Fes'Kirk of
eathertcluireh in Los Angeles, ilw became the junior partner
*ad wit" of letirray's other De.

ng

Fisher.
So
grossed did the interviewer
.become .in
listening
to
Dr,
Katherine discuss the new phases
and discoveries-Uri her chesen field
that he forgot - completely to ask.
concernieg, boislOga. lam and
likes. It could easily. he • assumed

United We Stand
IMC

Ail-writs faces a crisis rathotif Par
- ilkiFil
,1;46-1101ar
i;7'
ia thr'..rtsszied.;and only OtrOugls teaPr,werk ,wil4 security_ come. Every man, wonfan, and child
liii-si -ii-"Pair in -fhis great undertaking of making' America
strong. It is a suprme res_ponaibility none may shirk.
To inake-thearnited lgates safe, we must all :work
OF
nd Tat*together: Vte must tabor with all ;eve
-lictriteetcTHE PEOPLE
got. No man for himself—but every man for his country
whatever Ike jpb. Action is the need of the hbur. Waste
From Readers
Letters
_
-angst be done away with.--Theyie must be unity in
Editor's Note: This column is
sad teamwork it' everything.
open to any person or persons
who w
h
expr..s
- themA famed general of the Orient remarked reeentlly: selves
publicly. We welcome
,-"Wsivre-perapired more in--timetot peace...--we-yrnutd -hieed
your. remarks. We. however,
the right to refuse any
lels'in time cif witt%":7-America
in the-sweating reservewhisk
we believe delisperiod. The more .we sweat -non-, the less we may blee4 article
mental to the best. interests of
our reeders a rid community.
tomorrow.. It is iyoar-job--and iniiie 1.4i
ake this coun- Please
limit remarks-- to not
try We oil love into one All•okinerican T m,,,'
over 300 words.
We;in Calloway, are • ekemplifyini- is spirit. Tuescloy the Murray • Livei3tock -Company will open its sales
June .77. 1941
c_r_4.auumilliinaLber outlet/or nor rural-mike and
.I.
o= in• revvnue-ro our-c-Ounty. This enterprise was LAMM!
Muiray. Kciltucks
'festered by local. men:giving iif their time and money to
build
(
-more substantial connaunIty and to link together Gentlemen:.
our rural and town -WO-1)1e in ioininon front of defense
wish .to /thane you in Wien
that no dictator or, form of adVersity, can ditsunita:- To ofI myself
and -the other delegate*
Audrey Simmons arid his partuer.s. Cliiy TLewis of Clarks- who represented our -county. at UM
ville'aid Joe Altibeler of RoPkinsvill
wekome. gentle- Kentseki Junior Week for span.
soring the.triP
i•lisingtota- •
'men'. If we caula any
beta and
.YOU to
Ytte---Want-Yorrlio--knorr-Ittat we
this.Weiprise the largesvillf) Tta kinds:in 1", 4ern Kentnew enioyed
the _WA-awl that we air
ky-call on us. Vire believe la the - A-Mirka* way ef. free- peeeinsis that which you mid 014pere
taterprise—of business for all. To tiros* ,publke-apirited like you have done -for us.
so' -'
Enure very truly.
tatile_bidegtgr-end.ililitHinic,
A..' -.„-1itiseas
— -,-- who eontribmed
,
venlig
.Is -sunstaoiat -property,'we thank yOusfar your hilliness
_ foresigkt-2-tour:unselfiskefforta __•taimild a_'realer: and
more uoified Callow'ay. This is the pioneer spirit that has
nis „Week Its
halt America. TVS this kind of tesmvi-Ork that will speak
Deippse
.1,be positive -NO!" to a -regimented effort of tiietators
' f
the old world. Democracy is never dead-when redC.".1.ah„ Defense Director La.
_ el. hard-headed Americans put their shoulders to Guardia
atieounced plans for a
- a w eel.' • ,
nation-wide Pourth of lady celeLet's go forward in Calloway to the highest level of bratrun. with a.{t
.
\
ello address by
..
President . ftwesev
at 4 p.
the Anteman way of _life:_. .
EST to bc followed y the singing
Ur VOrY ParintolleP

VOICE

4.0•••••

COrii..ENTz THERMOcouei-E
Tat War et9Viath TO bail&
tassiesanisui
Of i.INE'S reiGER TIP i• 11,1 A Mg..
JAIN WhIPAL.

*Igic
mus .fir
""be
on Ur

i4i-pito i
hvre
re vilcoirvks
es
L. B. McDaniel With,
..
..
, .
Sit*:assurances they
Mississippi Motor _ government
would.--6e used against Germany in
Co.- Through Summer the event of a German attack on
Army
The War Department announced
total strength of the Army as I.-441.500 officers and enlisted men,
including, Regular 'Army. 505.700;
National Guard, 2$8.800. Selectors.
594.000, Reserve
Offieers. - 53.0011

Artny Cho f of Staff Marshall announced that Congress will be ask-

ed' tar funds to add 100000 more
men to the-- Regular Army to re-.
place those sent to outlying bases.

eraw•••••••••••••••••.anna•••••-•••

V

alt.

B.

Legion, Boy

Scouts,

Nurses

Medical officials of the Arniy,
Navy and Public Health Service,
stated that a shortage of nurses IS
beginning to be apparent and appealed for a larger number of
women to seek nursing training.
Prices
•
Price Administrator Henderson
announced she will set ceiling
prices on pew automobiles and, "in
all probability." used cars, because
certaiu manufaciurers have refused
to cooperate in avoiding inflation by keeping prices at their
pi-eagle level. Mr. Henderson also
freer prices of tires, inner tubes and
rubber at price levels of June Hi
to prevent. price -sky-rocketing'.
cwinection with diversion to
tense of approximately 25.
cent of -Tubber consumption. •
, -The Price Administrator also set
maximum prices on pig iron, major raw material used in steel, and
asked furniture und household refrimnetor manufacturers nut to
raise prices.

mid rewomen's clubs, labor, farm
organizatiorui will couperote in collecting unneeded aluminum from-every home,in the land.
Mr. LaGuardia estimated that 20,Experience is not what happens
000,000
poundi of aluminum- to a man lt is what a man does
enough for 2,000 fighter planes— with What happens to him --Huxley.

Hering
for sere
Memphi:
Hospitest

the' 1,46
she will
felelives

Miss N
_phis -hos
-ffeetmen
Wilcox, -

ford six
the..
tthew

T.
Miss_
hrTrne
!•Id.' -

.•ty to
- will

holi

would be colleeted.

of the masters mil sa the various
Shelves could be seen books from
various authors of national reputation. Another' assulnption, if you
please, could be that' Dr. Katherine was a person Mai. truly enpyed her work to the exclusion

1,,IVESTOCK
4
COMPANY!
.

-anasos--oetieities--oreit--ae

one once said: "To enjoy that
which you,do is to reads SEW
nacle of happiness"
,•

We Wish

You Success lin .•

MU
IRIt
r ANy
e3g=ac
.in
YAIDS
-:

The Army also antoseeeod:41-.
recjammended to the President that
steps. be taken to-obtain authority
invite buiers, sellers:their famito continue the -.National Guar
lies and friends to visit us while in Murray.and Reserve Officers on active du
for more than one year.
Navy
Navy Secretary Knox announced_
the U. S. fleet eapansioia program
if "setting records every day." He
also announced revision of enlist- r
went contracts for 'the Marine
JEWELER • Murray, Ky.
On the Square S
Corns Reserve to provide service
Liz the duration of the 'national
Dr. H. B. Bailey, Jr., Registered. Optometrist
entergt-ncy, and asked Congress for
authority to continue all naval ere
••••••••••••••aaa.
Is.

•

we irdiI

Ireland.

st

service .tor
the duration.,
.
Air
The War Department announced
unification of its air activities in
a new unit known as the "Army
Air Forces,' consolidating present
units in a single command under
Major General Arnold, Deputy_
Chief of Staff fur Air.' Secretary
of War Stimson said the air forces
are now independent within the
Department.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority
announced -aT -095,000,000 program
to corriPTete Work on 250 airports
now wider wily and to construct
or improve.145 additional airports.

American

Ult Callage of Medical Evangelists
at Lap Angeles, Dr. Katherine then
partnership with Dr.

•
THE LEDGER * TIMES FlietTFORM
"All OnC'--aid--to-the 1Ceatneky- PLItirWINSW01-1404410111-411
their fight forth. TVA Easibliagt-Aetr-lock-Kaatasi
Diversifie4 farmigg for.Callaway County.

• . .
Ilstm.ent persona,* in-

when'tovernars. mayors and
other officials, local 'defense councils and such organizations as the

,4;vrith.o-rak

PHONE 55

THURSDAY JtJLY 3, 1941

•

Aluminum Collection
civilian Defense Director La Guardia isionmaceit July 21 as the

a.

•

*

isriktaingreThja.

,s9,hiiaerlerwnatne),,m.srshbohediirrearing
phrase "What
this town needs".
th.
Hut une thing li CO.114111! Millilly
does nut need an anesthetist. Fur
in the person of Dr.- Katherine
-Fisher this reporter found a person
entirely isimpetenr and completely
up
hperine
wrapped tu
in thFiisshseurbjzas
t. barn

alwond Class Matter
-----.414-''
'

'

H.

BAILEY -

We Are Proud of
Our Pawl in the Building of the
Murray Live,;Sip&CTnpany'q Horne

_

Friends 9f L. 11. McDaniel of
Murray Astall be interested to know
that he has joined the sales fame

of Wise Motor Co.. Hazelburst,
Kiss., for the summer months. Mr.
McDaniel has been -re-elected as
principal of the Beauregard School.
Beauregard. Miss., for the fifth
term.
- Mr. McDaniel is the son cit Ur.

and-Mrs. F.' B. McDaniel of Murray and a brother of Mug Lomita
McDaniel...who is teaching in Hop-

th,•• national anthe
nation.,
kinsville Ky Mr McDaniel marsi/n
,
throughout t
s-nett Mt& Agness Anding of Hazel.Commenting on 4he
Mom. who is also a teachse
meets. the Prestdent said. " . . It I in Beaurcgard schodls.

taneou,ly

Our Independence Day

lining that we•shooidl
rededicate ourselves to defend
perpetuate those loallenahle- rights
wench found *lie expression in the
immoral Dtclaiation Thine worills

•.
'"'With rrialwe wear.:

/*Table as the Nazi dictatorship.
thirriliiischate issue es deft-rise
aa
Hitierisin and the Herman
for universal conquest.
never.had a deeper or more solemn pl
- meaning for America. than they The State Department ordered
have in this hodr of anxiety and Italy to recall all Italian officials
perdoe-.- "
and cease . all activities in this
Slid with all nations
s Second Inaugural Address.
country except these at- the Washtertian Al/airs
. • I March 4, IVA_.
• President Roosevelt told j .
ington ' IrdiVitsey- -by- July 'lb be•
conference
Would- give. cause they -starve no desirable pur•
Let
pause
miatte-- and•heed the **Mid -words all possible aid to Russia
in' Its pose.:.
•-j'af'this great American. A plea for. unity,.--unity of every .iirsr
flermal4 but_ that. se list Aid I.Demeameies
man..woman,,Ind -child
President- indorsed the Britsubmit. no matter what degree or ot Soviet needs had
station.- of. life. Let that be our Independence. Day.theme ted yet.' The Treasury Department ish recruiting drive for 15.000 to
announced - It had licensed Russia 30.000 American technicians to aid
—AmeriLa United:.
to use its 540.000l0 in frozen funds ip air raid, detection in England.
''."
.•
Acting ,Secretary of State lie also pointed out
-- ;here
t American
..
..
Welles announced the Nctitrality soeth can jpin Brit
or Chinese
'
—
prohibits
American yes- armed forces if they
not take an
At
'7-7----lr--Cr
iop rotation •will
•.
- build up the fertility and produc-,eli from combat area; would not allegiance le' any toontry other
tiveness of our farffts.be invoked in connection with the than the-U. S.
.
' _Russian conflict;
114C told a press conference -the
_
to Eire
aisid_lhat while the possibility of sending
Coriitunist dictatorship is as in- is being conaiderell If t h.
.tp shaidy frie- ,all :
let tii
. it we ire in: to bast_ ids
twn s wounds. to earr for him who shall have borne the batIle. and for Ms widow. and.losnorphan-to do alt which-may
achiies..! and cherub a just and lasting peace among uurseiyes,

stsiN:Vi.:n•-to tinesis

-just-a

The

.

:

nre

la-44604
drouth and litar_Kiees.:113ril-'"one-clop"
farmer is always harsle.st hit. Diversify
live
farm-, not-ritertirrarst---mi-Rly.

—

•”4.11••••••••Ml.

sturdy new 110x210400t shed, complete with stalls, an auction ring, loading
landing, and chutes, was _furnished 100% with NATIVE OAK from our yards...
The:office sind tommiseag is finished inside in attractive

'ED
•

ALL-METAL'ROOFING
The new extea zinc coaling roofing
that's LEAK-PROOF, FIRE-PROOF
.lasting, li,ut ECONOMICAL!

See this aew inside ets:kic,h1—an ideL
effeci to obtairr something lasting..
-something different!

•
Cool Luxury in
Washable Fabrics

WHO?

-CHANNEL-DRAIN

KNOTTY PINE

Vacation.Days!

. -The tow., the sZW, said laying' ten. wilt
folks to-IAV/V--Amen!
=
_
'

:Mein:KA-is the'siipr:rior

Solt, coot, cottnny shoes

identify. This
Person For a .

for, summer comfort in gay colors to match
play clothes, Come
kip from tubbing as

your

VISIT THIS NEW INDUSTRY ON ITS OPENING ... TUESDAY, JULY 8..
AN ENTERPRISE BUILT OF\10ME MATERIALS, BY HOME
LABORERS!.

4,1

bright and sparkling as
goldfish: -

we*

•

For

--.s riptiori

tRi• nye:
picte !lcul the person '.4,11T1W-rlterwi--Inath-vet•Pte It,. Ledger

Torun. sends one dollar tei
Pima Key Howe Hazel.Ky The
text tif the letIlw iy V follows
"The picture-0os week Carlisle'
(7utehin the late football coach-at
the colJerec I entered the -college in
&

Why not think about Puffing into a.cti9n your drearrAs of thM home_of- yrsrir nWra
will be glad..to.talk it over wish you— without obligation— investigate it today!

'
sloth C.onspsiky
—I
And congratulations. tO
the builders of the Mur-

is

1926 Mr Cutchr, was ethletle 11160,
:h
Cheri' I believe- he carne to the -cul•
•--Irate. when jr.was first eataisliestere
Chap.+ a picture of him in my -28
- annual- the year Gilbert- Graves was
.the football risme The annuq. ,w_as'(*lwalai--40,-- him 'Mn-.
ki
?es i...1 'multi send Alps, pienge along. init-visult..bruss_myiseit to cnitpietow_cout. as. my animal would always be incomplete with Mr
ins pichire gone.- ••
- -- _Lrierrit
thut.nrcryntiksii,s,Gpt
-4"e.- 4-7TP-Aln-1-414rt...i0.* Wit 61.
employees
cs this paper are eligible_ to t;riter this conle•tiet
_ . ,ivor
tries in to us by 5 II m.;_litonday,in 'iotrih

. .. . - . . .
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•
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PHONE 72.

Every-

ray Stockyards.
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Pilot Oak. Ks.
•
Hubrt Shipley of Chicago,. in„
James Don_ Caldwell of Harris' Is visiting his parents this week.
Stye spent Saturday night''With
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson -gin*,'Nis. Mate C. Wilsore:- Mrs. Grace Wilson spent Sunday
Herntan Bina% who hilMeeri sials
Sam Boyd Neely, who has been as the guests in the home of Mrs.
for several weeks, was carried to
Memphis' Saturday to the Baptist in 1.estington,- KY., attending law James Wilson's mother, Mrs. Brown
_returned home Saturday and Mr. Brown.
Behiata.._
Hospital- tor- an operation.
_- where
he will spend his vacation.
Detroit.
Bransford
Morris of
aiLiss Eileen Paschall left last of Rev. Hehry Franklin ••Paschall Mich, arrived Saturday to spend
the week for Detroitiitich.,- where
she will spend two weeks visitant preached - at the Hazel Baptist a few days with his parents, Mr.
church Sunday evening to a large and Mrs. Will Morris and family
yelidives and friends.
audience.- • Young PeaChall is the in North Hazel. Dona Morris spent
Miss Verna White Is in a. hiefilt- son UAW. and Mrs. Cleatus Pasweek up near Paris visiting
.phis sheepitat where she is taking chall and has just entered the min- last
her aunt. ,
treatments. Her sister,- Mtg. Grace istry. He is a fine young man
Mr. and Mrs, Jewell Moore and
Wilcox, is wlth_her._.
and is' pastor of the North Fork sons of Farmliigton spent Sunday
__Mr-and - Mix._ Si T with her niece, Mrs. Chealey Fat"
ford spent Sunday near. Cherry
Mrs. Lula puison and daughter. us and Mr. Fexris of north Hazel.
as the saiests of Mr. and-- Mrs. Geneva, had
as their olests Sat- Afternoon callers in the Farris
tthew Russell and family.
urday fOr dinner Mr. and Mrs. Jim - home were Mr. and Mrs. John
, and Mts. Clete Wilsozt Or mkt
-Wood of Chicago, Ill., Mr.-and Cathcart and Ann, Mr. and Mrs.
es, Ti on.. were .in Hazel Sat
, Mrs. Conarti Housden, Mr. and Troy McNutt and NanCY. Mr. and
344_444W4
lar
Wilson ard baby Mrs...P.1)1e Taylor and father and
Miss. Edith PaschaILL returned Charlene. Mrs. Lue Housden, Hazel. Mr. and Mrs. Flenoy Outland. Mr.
Irises recently _front Friendship, 'Mr. and Mrs. James Ray and ba,sv and Mrs. N. H. Farris and Gistau
Ti no., where she visited relatives. Martha. Mrs. Ronald Ray and son of the -Jones Mill community.
Yid. James ,-Parker Miller of Joe Pat. Mr. and Mrs. Ree DavMr. and Mrs. Henry Miles and
Pr'sladelphia arrived in Hazel .Sitt- enport and children. Joe and Ann.
daughter, Miss Kathleen of Akron,
1- • ty to ,visit his riarsthis_liar.„
Ma,-Cattle- -Russell
-Detre++! 0., were the guests of Iliz_assclietrs.
7
T.- H. MWand-this _week be.t of her sister.- Mrs. 0. J. R. Miller and sons recently.
lie!,1 a pcotr:, -1-,,c1 meeting at T. Weatherford. this week
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby were
in••••••••'

(7-
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.FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
The TVA, with its plans for navigation, flood
control, soil tonservation,pi•oduction of electric

Sangsy.. July 1. 1941
As a belated observance of our
national holiklayTh-e-- pastor will
preach at' the morning worship
hour on 'A Call to National Reverence" front the text: "0 Zion.
say unto the cities of Judah, Beheld
your God". Isiah 40,9. Let e.'
hope that on this fourth of July
1941 there will be fewer•iseeidents
and fewer deaths than is usually
the. case. Be careful on the highways -this •glorious fourth and observe the speed limits not only of
the laws but ,gg pornmon sense as

ed me opportunities of acquainting.myself with
those officials anti--with the plans and problems
this great organization. This knowledge would
1

FIRESTONE TIRES

At the evening hours. 7:45, the
'
pastor will preach on -Living with
ones selfs....from the text: "And
••••••••
herein do .5 exercise myself, to
have always a conscience void of-,.(
offense towards God and towards
.Acts 24:16, Living 'with .
ones Telf becomes a serious welter
When one remembers that he has
to-. sack-est --with -memory, and `
North 4th St.
achievement, and hope.
Either
of these. three may change this
'world into a veritable torrent.
-- These fine-surnmer clays cause
some to lose interest in the Sunday-school and the church, on the
ground that the weather is "hot".
We do not,slaeked. our pace about
other matters, so why -"take out"
on the Lord and his Warr'. You
and your family need -the helpful
influences of the church as much
now as" any tunt. ii ths• 3 ear
Our children and young people
continue their meetings each Sunday evening and your children
might find these meetings helpful
and interesting. ,
It is a matter of satisfaction to
us that our town continues to
grow and we hope that the fine
citizens moving to Murray will
bring their church letters with
them and become a part of the religious-life of our toyed.
'
J.•Mack Jenkins, pastor

TEXACO SERVICE STATION
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Make Your Selections Now!

$TLIDEPAKER
SALES and SERVICE
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MURRAY
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' TELEPHONE 409
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BAPTIST

•

To All Ike Voters an Calloway County:
• •- • '\
*
The duties in the County Court Clerk's

office are extreffiely-numerous and difficolt right ticiW. The 1940-41
fiscal year closedIune SO, malting-itnecersaary for bitaget—

• - •

4

•
1.

year. This, iS

one

of the intportant duties of

the office

I

attend to myself and it will take several days of my time
from

the campaign. 'I

wani to explain to

you

that I feel

my find ditty in to the performance of the duties of the office with which you have already entrusted me; and even
want4oVe eating et your -itemes every day, it is

IlispOi,eible-ftir-me--to-De-irway from the office more than • half
the time and I will not be able to-see anything like
_
all of- you. •

-4-

If I negkect.the office now to.turtlier my own\calnpaign I would not be living up to My Obligationtte yo*
.I
know you will understand this and will realize that I ant
just as deeply - interested in your vote as if I could see and
talk- with every one of you.

of

It has.been the first ambition

-

myself and my dep--

uties,these three and one-half Years to render you good
service, and,hundredS of you have already expressed your
satisfaction with the record We have made' and have com-

wiz--

plimented -and thanked-- tts-forilii manner in *Itch your

-

and this gratitude on -Our- part is surpassed only by our
genuine appreciation for your confidence bestowed in

business has

been

handled. We are deeply grateftiTto you

electing me.-

HI.
4 NEELY SON
-Kentucky

.........

....Also: Many- hundreds of you have stated to me that
.1 am not asking fol anythinfrOnfair or unreasonable when
I ask you to abide by one of the customs of our forefathers
-and one which is still practiced today, from the office
of the president ()four great United States down through
our county offices: THE ENDORSEMENT OF A GOOD-RECO-lib! .

CHURCH

.

l

.

•

_.2-

though

_WELCOME MURRAY \LIVESTOCK CO.
TO THE

MURRAY.STOCKYARDS
•• •

And To The
BUYERS AND,SELLERS .
WE WELCOME YOU TO MURRAY!

•

•

' It is not my intention to seek 'election again in four
years if I am elected this time. You will remember I -told
you the...first time I ran for office that I would not
four times and as I electioneered with many of you, four'
years ago, you were honest.enough to tell me that yeti

.••
--

were airea* oh gate
ow of Ng_ opponents in that
race.- Then I thanked you for -your kindness to explain to
me and solicited your surriet thili for My second race. In.

-•
•

instutnee-rou -piedged-ynur- supportlei this
present race and you have been my _good friends

•

and

nave

supported my administration just as much as if you had
supported my election to the office. This is one of the fine

•01,

examples of our way of living in Calloway Countl.and
makes me happy to be a part_of such a great citizenship.

•

You:II-Like Our Friendly,'
-- Well-Built City!

not

My race is
based on politics. I have nothing to
offer except courteous, honest,- and efficient service in
the --Gierk's-offkeand

Phone 262

k

-

.

nothing

living,--and-ths -way I am applying is
need to:•-inake
solicit yeur vote and to offer you 19 years of actual office
experience to back up my claim of qualifications.
With kindest ,persottlii -regards to
ands assuring-thos# -of

every one

of you,

_

you vihai I

might fail to see tifla"
".
'
a.
I am ieeply interested in your vote, I am,
••s

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Depot Street

tire-majoritr-Of yocrwant

else. So;I am just lipplying to,Yotr for a position that I

When in town drop in and discuss with us any
- building oraemodeling plans you are contentplating. No oblijeation on your part, of course.

Most sincerely, your friend,

Mary .qussell W

Murray, Ky.

• )..-, •
_ ....._. _.;.. •:.N

.....„-- _

•

MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS"

,

Preaching Isy the pastor morning and evening.
•
The church his just closed one
of the Most successful revival
meetingli in its history. The revival was under the direction ot
Dr. Arthur Fox and his son Paul,
the team -thus was father And abli,
the father doing the preaching
while the Son did the- d4reeting of
-work- music and norenrssatt.
3itOakgrat-------Both of these strong,
able men did a fine and lasting
work, a work -that shall+ never be
forgotten by the church *and the
many who heard them whb were
of -Other faiths or not professed
Christians at all; we shall be very
happy to have these men with
us agarin in such a meeting. A
large number of persons-were baptized last Tuesday night; a number were received by_kiter and
otherwise irk keeping with the custom of the church, and denomination, and more than 100 came
forward during the meeting to renew their vows lo the Lord and
His glorious cause. On their leav,us Dr. Fox and Paul left
a happy rejoicing people and pastor whose prayers shall follow
them in -their very remarkable
work of evangelism.
The subjects for Sunday are ft,
follows: A. M.. "THE PLACE WE
ARE AS A CHURCH TODAY";
P. M.. "SOME POINTED QUESTIOAS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION".
The Sunday School, the Training Union and all other services
of the church swill be conducted in
their weal snanner and. at -the
usual hour under the leaders of the
various ph`ases of the work.
,
-July the 9 will be a' very: tin-

OUR PRICES ARE LOW NOW!
OUR STOCKS ARE MGM.

I 103
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• DROP IN AND SEE
NEW STORE!
•

Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45
a. in., worship at 10:45
m. gild
7,30 p.- m. Young people meet at
6.30 p. m. "Sin And Its Cute" will
be the topic at the morning worship. "The Everlasting tscispel",
will be the topic at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday: The ladies' Bible
class meets at 3 p. m, prayer meeting at 7:43 p. m
C. L. -Francis, minister
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Murray, Ky.

Now in our new location across the
street from where we've been serv-ing you faithfully for the past 7_ . years • • •

•
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We've
MOVED!

• THE,HATTIME TO BUY
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and appropriation ledgers to be closed and balanced, as
well as opening Ernewriat of books for the 1941-42 fiscal
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We are justly proud of our new stock' yards and pledge Our support to
•
its continued success.
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A Personal Menage

WELCOME
, MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.!

- METHODIST CHURCH 'NOTES'

My employment at field attorney by the TVA,
and. my association with its officials, has afford-

• a.

•

CHURCH..

Calloway' Vounty thin ant.project heretofore
pläiüiidfoTThis section of Amelica.

HERE IS

'

•-t -P-AGE-1111111111------

Come To

power and -recreational facilities,,.will more vital:
ly affect the every Alf live's
- of the- cititens

;_prove of inestimoble value in my capagtiy as
ceunty Attorney should you see fit to elect me
Ao that office.
•_
• .
_
Respectfully,

THE LEDGER & TIMES. MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.
its the home of Misses Connie and riortant meeting of- the church, it its regular meeting at 0:30 p. m.
Beulah Limb Sunday.
will be the regular business meet- Sunday. Full attendance at 6:30
•
Miss Connie Lamb and Mrs. L. ing of the-church for July:- at this es tn. Sunday. Full attendance is
W. Cosby attended chwch services meeting several matters will 'cable Urgedr•
at Hazel Sunday.
before- the church for action or
SZRViCE-Wedriesday
Lilburn Paschall was in Murray decision. Matters that will vitally at 7:30
Saturday on business.
• effect the life and- work of the
OUR THANKS to the fine corps
• Miss Pauline Grogan, who is go- chuech in i* problems on enlarge- of leaders and teachers who have
ing to school at- FaduCile, spent ment; we urge Ike largest possible made a fine success of the' Vacathe week-end vlith her Parents.
attendance upon this meeting. Let tion Church School which closes
Mrs. Cale Langston of Hazel has there _bp. much 'praye,r 'daily fee Thursday. •Sixta boys and girls
been suffering from a --tooth ex- divine direction at the above meet- are better for your efforts. Certraction.
ing:. We should, and evidently tificates will be awarded at the
--- Marion Dunn of-near Hazel has will, come into this meeting with Sunday morning service.
been very sick.
a fervent desire for the Lord's
Funeral services for John Adams, will to be done by the church in
MURRAY CIROUTP
of near .purzearr,TenTh were held every matter -that_ shalt_be eon
Monday.
sidered. The church and pastor'
H. L. Lax, Pastor
Frank Paschall of Taylor's Store earaestly invite one -and all- to atLynn Grove revival will conis seriously ill. He was taken to tend all the services of .the church tinue .until July 9
Rev. L. T.
the Clinic where' he is reported as whenever possible.
Jones will--pseach each day at 2:30
being critically ill.
8 p. m.
_
,Sam P. Mattin, pastor••••••• and
-John W. Halt
Tiptonville,
Worship at Goshen neXt Sunday
Tenn., was the guest of 14. and
morning at 11.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mrs. Luther Farris and famiy, of
Bible study at GosheiTinich Wednear Hazel. a few days last week.
nesday at 8 p. m.
Charles
Thompson,
•
Pastor
John W. Hall and Luther Farris
Church school at each church at
were the guests of Robert Farris, SUNDAY SERVICES:-10 a. tn.
near Big Sandy. Tenn., recently.
Bible Sc1ieel-9:30 a. m. W. B.
Obie Jones reported that many Moser. superintendent.
Graded
KIRRSEY CIRCUIT
crops in -his section-of the county Bitrie-irssrms for-thc children. Pour
R. F. •Blankenship. Pastor
was severely damaged- by a 'hail adult Bible cleSses with splendid
storm which fell - Monday week.' speakers. We invite you Suaday.
QoarterlY Conference
Ref.--James Parker Miller • of
Morning Worshtss-10:50- a. -- at.
Our led Quarterly Conference
Philadelphia,, Pa., is visiting his Sermon: -.Deep Calleth'Unto Deep". will be held at Campground Satparents. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller. Psalm 42.
--urday.,--July S. All of our officialsverung Worst-IV07:30 p. m.- should be there for roll call,
4Church bar been screened-wor2
Revival Dates
-- -GROWERS TO MEET
-m toieftelt.. ,
Cam-ParoUnd,-•Zr-1a- Sunday night
Fruit growers of Calleway CounSermon-The pastor will begin In July.
ty will meet Saturday- arterncion a series of Sunday?,night sermons
Mr. Hebron. 3rd Sunday, In July.
at 1:30 o'clock at the County Ex- on "Bible Mistakes'. The first will
•
K1rksey
.
tension Offiee to discuss the pros- be "The Mistake of Adam- and
Regular services next Sunday.
pects of a market for the cro
Eve". Plan to hear this Original
Church School at 10 a. m.
Peaches are a coming industry for series of sermons.' We can learn.
Prearhing service at 11 a. m.
from the mistakes of others, with- and 8 p. m.
the county.
out makine them ourselves. AllLeague at 7:30 p m.
human peogress is .based upon this
Campground
ability.
Church School at -2 p
THE CHURCH BOARD will hold' Preaching service at 3 p m
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utuest
LOCAL NOTES

MRS.M. MEDD,Editor

•II.'oman's Chit): Will Sponsor
Atents.ttl Beauty Contest

Social Calendar

Luncheon Bridge
Coinpliments
Recent Bride

'Torun

•

• •

TELEPHONE 247

• CIVIC

. •
w±3/r. J. A. If.rsght
Is Honored On

ay
unte
my a
the
terson
lal
Fuld. I

• FASHION
• FEATURES

_

UDC Benefit- Teat: Lovely Tea Oirmio-dit-Faroter Nome
Wednesday Afternoon
For
•--. China
One of the loveliest of the stun•
,•

Thersiley. July 3
The annual beauty contest fort—
The Garden Club will meet at *Mrs. Vernon Stuntiiefield Jr.. and
-Imitations are out for •.
Leon Pogue of Parma, Idaho, will
the purpose of choosing a repreel
mer parties was the tea which was
3 reelock at the Woman's Club Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
"March of Time" tea to be glean
spend about two weeks with hissentative from Calloway County
given
Wednesday
Mouse.
afternoon,
July
by the J. N. Williams Chapter,
entertained Saturday at a beauparents. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Pogueattend the Tuenceo Festival in
2, by Mrs. C. C. Farmer. Mrs.
United Daughters of the Coutifully planned 'luncheon bridge
while recuperating from an injured
Princeton on. August 2Q to 2a1 will
Wednesday, July 9
Herschel
Corn
and
Mrs.
A,
B
-at
the
home
of
-Mrhand Leon has been in Parma tor '
agaThbt eponsered Mrs Year 15Tea _ers• e
The Artsand Crafts Club will nt the home of the tatter honors--fedetacy
Austin at the home of the former
.an
Mrs.
G.
July
B.
10.
Scott
mg
Mrs.
Jack
McElrath
whose
the past year and a hell working
coannuttee
- the—iluiTay Qtrikday
from
mega at 3 o'clock at the home of
on Main Street.
s • marriage was an event of June 22. from 5:30 to 7:30. .
In a grocery.
Woman'. Club. The locale Dark
Mrs. -Elbert Lassiter.
The spacious lower floor war Neer Concord 11010101111111LINV Club
This will be an elabistaie cosFriends and. relatives of Me J
The rooms were decorated with
Fired Tobacco Association is coMilton Henry, teacher in Faint;
decorated with a profusion Of
tume affair and will be interestThe New Concord Homemakers High School, is spending his vac
Mrs Woodfin Hutson will be bouquets of garden flowers and
operating with the- club in ehe A. Wright gathered at his home.
ing as well as reminiscent. Its summer flowers with gladildi Delle Club met in the home of Miss
event. Mn. George Hart is gen- SundaY• June 2B- and surPresed hostess to the Wednesday afternoon small tables where the guests sere
tion in cities along the Gulf Cqest
dominating.
aim is definitely patriotic and
seated held centerpieces of shasta
Maud Nance Friday, June '20, with Some of the cities he has visited
al chairman of arrangements. turd with a dinner on his seventy- Bridge Club at 2:30 o'clock.
humane
and
a
voluntary
offerdaisies.
The guests were received on the 17 members and visitors present.
er
and tflc
win he-directed fourth birthday. At the noon hour
are Mobile, Ala., Biloxi, Miss., and
Thursday. July 10
ing will be taken for medical I porch by Mrs. Carlisle Cutchln and
present
spread out •
Bridge was played following the
Officers for the new year were New Orleans, La.
proceeds a bountiful dime;
by local people and
entertain
will
The
with
U-DC
a
aid
to
China.
Besides
'the
lawn
go
on
an
a
the
endelectable
luncheon
prizes
!Mrs. Rue Beale. and were vetted elected as
and
Erin
follows: Miss
expenses. will
above act R. tif Nall, editor of the Ledger
March of Time Tea between the awarded Mrs. Clifford Melugin for
Daughters and the Children of in the living room by Mrs. F. E. Montgomery, president; Mrs. Amos
neeed the delicious foods.
_
toward the 'club house fund.
Times, spent last week-end in
wille„. Smith and sons. Quinton. Ken- hours of 530 and 710 , o'clock at high score and Mrs. John Miller the Confederacy many friends
Crawford. The receiving line was Dick, _vice-president; Miss Maud &
Chicago attending the graduation
eevening..
eo
Te7 mitrnhSith and sons. Quinton Ken- the home of Mr and Mrs. G. B. for second high. The honoree was `Will augment -the east."
seeeetary-treasurer,
composed
and
Nance,
of
Mentames
Farmer.
Staged
Frenk, from
e`-"a'''' on
The J. N. Williams Chapter
neth, • Alvern and Max of Granite Scott fur the balefp of medical aid presented a set of crystal goblets
Corn arid Austin and...Mrs. Farmer's Mrs. L. E. Hurt, program conduc- exercises of his son,
junior high school. He was achas been giving &lineal parties
12- -$ "
2 e-114111E4 cfel°c/L -Prab- City.
Mr and Mr" Clarence for China.
hostesses.
by
the
tor.
sister,
Mrs.
C.
J.
McClain
of
ably in the high school stadium, Reed.
and
companied home Sunday by ins
Mr.
Mrs. Runk Myers
The guest -list included Mrs. for 31 years and this promises to
Louisville.
A review of the major proffet on
Assisting in enterContestants for the beauty queen
makMr. and Mrs W J. Bries_and
'Jack McElrath. Mrs. T. a Stokes, be the best yet. The president
taining the guests in the living Hows and Whys of Food Prepara- wife and son. They are
must be between the .ages of sixWaldrop
, Tod. Mrs. Bertie Sled(' and ehilMrs. P. W. Ordway. Mrs. JoesT, of the Kentucky Division of roam were Mrs.. George Hart and tion was given by Mrs. Dewey ing their home in the
teen, arid twenty-five -ears and -Jetren. Raymond. Roscoe
Apartment.
and 2110
Lovett, Mrs. R. R. Meloan. Mrs. -UDC. Mrs, Will Ed Diuguid of
Miss Lula Clayten Beale, and Mrs. Coleman and Miss Ruth Monteither married or single. Ray Mr
'
Louisville and Mrs. Roy W. Mcand Mrs Mese*, Freak;
Mrs. Oliver Jaynes and- da
Clifford Melugin, Mtn E. S. Diugomery, food leaders.
L. W. Lennox kept the register.
lira Floyd culp and..sthildras.
_ The winner will be the,eUest o(
cp. guid. Jr.. Mre.
LangVon. Kinney of Paducah. past pres- • The club planned to have a fish Janet. of;Pasadena, Ceara will:eye._
Bobby. Kathryn. Caro
irt4
In
the
dining
room
te Tubaceo Feer.cal
the
chosen
rive the latter part of the
Mrs. John Miller. Mrs. Nat Rean. ident general United Daughters color scheme of pink and
Prineeten where the Queen of the Charles and
white fry at Pine eilsiff July 19 and Mrs.
of the Confederacy, will be the
with Mr. and Mrs. Vernoq
Sue, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. G. --Swann, Mrs. Roy
was further developed. The table Charlie Stubblefield and Mrs. Ivan a visit
• Black Patch will be chesen. The
of
honor.
guests
Stubblefield,
'
•
Mrs,
.
°Daniel,
Sr., and other relachairvice
Mrs. W. S. Swarm.
,Wen Jotuiston. Mat
Stewart, Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, a
was covered' with a lace cloth and Henderson were appointed as com•
• • wirtherfelft-Trrnreturt
be Pre- !Lula Wright and daughters. La- man of the Jefferson Davis High- Mrs. IL C. Curry. Mrs. M. G.
Jaynes and -Miss Nancy
tives.
Mr.
held a centerpiece of white_anap- mittee in charge- ofathe picnic.
sented with"' a $75 ,defetese bond even and
Vera- Nell. Mr. and Mrs. way Commission and Mrs. Roy W. Forster, Mrs. H. I. Sledd. Mrs. W.
During the recreation hour a Jaynes will join thecrrqater, followdragons and pink rosebuds in a
and a silver leving 'cup, and the Johnnie Wright
ing a visit with relatives in Ohio.
'and sone-George McKinney. past president general H. Mason and Miss Carrie. Allison.
crystal bowl, flanking which were poem on defense was read and the
ruiner-up will receive a 125 de- and Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Dick. of Pans,
Thomas. Mr arid Mrs. or-The- -UDC of Paducah. went to
—
pink tapers in crystal candelabra. group sang America. Mary Em- Tenn.. were guests Sunday -of-.her In addition to the Lonzo Downing ;Led beby
!costs eend
Shirley Russellville Tuesday to &nestle-for
Mesdadiel
Stubblefield
ma Nance gave a piano solo and
were
.
Crystal platters
prize, the sponsoring -organi- Jean. Mr and
of
sandwiches,
father,
Mr. Dellon leurdom.
Mrs. Clentie Will- a marker to cornmmetnorate the again hostesses on Monday aftercookies and mints completed .the Winne Jo Lovins gave two readzation, if they' have a float in the iams: Miss Evelyn
Miss Citer" Graves left Saturday
Downing. Mr. fact, that 85 couhties of Kentucky noon when they had guests fur
The
Women's
ings.
Societd
of
Chrislovely
table
parade will be 'resented with a and Mrs Robert, Routers.
appointments. PreMe. and sent delegatesethere in November bridge.,
tiao Service held the general meet siding. at the- punch bowl the first
Refreshments were :served by for Loui Ile where she will spend
„
defense bond_ dearatnie -Prize 'win Mrs_ John
Hunter and daughters, 1881 and established 'a Provisional
Mrs, Hugh Houston received the Tuesday afternoon at the Metho- hour were Mrs. G.
Miss Maud Nance and Misses Mary several . Sas as the guest of Mr. end
be given by the local committee to Grace Hester and Laura.
T.
-Hicks
and
Mrs. Charles Scherffuis before goMr. and Government. Kentucky was ac- prize . ter high score and Mrs. dist Church with. Mrs. E. A. Miss
'Miss Calloway County.''
Ruth Sexton, and the seeond end Sallie Nance of Chicago. •
ing /to the mountains of eastern
Mrs
John S.l_ar_ed. cat
eepted eats tele Coefederate aentes
an .Therman for second .high. Tueder_ Presiding.
•
Mn
&
8.
ehuguite
,
OcKy where Shedwill Teatime
It
addGesdld
Mrs, December 10. 1981•
Mts. G. T. Hicks sgio In chaste Mid Mrs. A. F. Doran.
•A dainty party plate was served
-Coldwater ertnesinionia Club
Others as--nee for, the evening of July 12 in
r teaching and missionary *Lek
1 Watson.
Mrs Leon- _ Mrs. McKinney and Mrs. Swann at the conclusion of the game to of the progtam and led the devo_The Coldwater Homemakers CI
sisting in the dining room were
under' the auspices Of the Presbyeassa—
- addition ta the beauty • pageant con- ard Watson arid Itaby. Barbara were guests of the CoL Jahn W. Mrs. Dick Hagan
of Elizabettnown,e4ional Jen "Christian and World Mrs., Marvin Wrather, Mrs. A. D. held its regular monthly meeti
terian Church.
teas' There will be a. _band cun- _Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Carter. Mr. Caldwell Chapter of UDC - to a Misr Margaret
Graves. Mrs. L. W. Vision.' The subject elf the after. Butterworth and Miss Sue Fanner. in the club house June- 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton.
eel's dance review, a pet parade and Mrs. _. Ben Cotham and son, luncheon.
Lennox. Mrs. Robert Holland. Mrs. noon was"Investing Our Heragge
icers ffenry 'and Jo Ann Fulton. -have ..
Approximately
two
hundred - ing theensusihess meeting
es--- 'to be' partleipated ein by children Harry. Mr and Mrs. Glen Harris
Hugh Houston, Mrs. C. J. Mc- for Cooperative Work in Method- esuest? called between the hours
of for thdreeming year wre
returned from a month's visit with
. of all -ages and _their pets. and a- and children..Boone. Robert. Keith.
Devitt. Mrs K. C. Frazqe, and Inn". and was presented in play- three and six o'clock.
They are: Mrs. Marg
Riley relatives in Glendale, Calif., and
barb) show for children under four Sue. Glenda Lee and Katie Faye.
Mrs. Hillman Turman. Mrs His. let form with the following takpresident;...Mrs. Sher ood Putts, points of interest en route.
years of age. • Appropriate prizes Mr. ,,an Mrs Calvert Harris and
ing part: Mrs. G. C.' Ashcraft
ton Huges was a tea guest,
vice-president; Mrs. „Effie Kingins,
Mr.- and Mrs. P. W. Ordway arid
be awarded in each division. ;son Brooks. Mrs Christene Tucker
• • • • •
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. L. M. Callis.
secretary-treasurer; e Mrs.
Oyna sen. John Preston, and their guests.
Further details will be found in and son Harold. Mrs. Algie TedMrs Rue Beale Mrs Oscar CurDarnell,
yrider
Mrs.
food
with
Mr. and- Mrs. G. E. Jones, Miss-se-weil -end daughter Kathleen,
bin." Mrs.ç. A. Bishop, Mrs, Alfleet-sea:VS; -eeper.
Vine Turner., and bats. lased( Connie Jones, of Kuitawa. and Mies
he IL*. and Irene Lamb. Teems
The Presbyterian Auxiliary met
bert Lai-same Mrs. Henry Elliott,
..
Adore*
is;
Jones. a student at MurH.
Mrs.
assi
Edwina
B.
- • Rises. Mr and, Mrs. J. A. Wneett- Illi
.sday afternoon with Mrs. Bei.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. J. T. CochMrs Irval- Norris was hostess Hughes, el
ray State .Collegee spent Sunday at
ing leader.
• .
71faga-zin
ardr.' - children, Minnie. Agness, Scherffius, Kris R. L.•Thompson
The Mt Hebron Society of
%iriss ran.' Miss Emily Wear, Mrs. C. C. Saturday afternoon
All me
to members of
of theaclub are in- Reelfoot Lake.'"W
Tressita Earleoe Ernestine, gene presuied over the business session clan Service met at the church Duke, Mrs. Bob Gatlin, Mrs.
Relit& the Sunshine Friend bridge club vited
Mrs. Joe Baker. Martha Jean and_
picnic to-be held in
,Hasten Wright.
and Mrs F D Mellen was pro- Wednesday afternoon and presented, Mrs. 'Cr A. Hale, Mrs. L. J. Breand an- ad/lee-ma/a guest, Mrs. theMre. -Came Diu-11411 Jcie_Graves Baker, _accumpanied the_
the following - protean:1!
-- • Wider
en, and Miss Alice Waters. The Graves Hendon.
former's
Mr.
Mre We.
parnets.
and
Mrs.
J Gibson was hostess•T- TFee--- Oternison was spent tn koJ.
Jul/ 18.
Song. -Near the Cross"; prayer. .meeting was dismissed with prayer
Miss- Betty Pogue brought a relast Tho,,,,,,,day aftern..„.„.., to mem.I daking and social aeonversation.
W. Stitt, to their home in Clarata
Tables werejace
_ s
t tIt4%
fri
see„
visit
a
rese
ay?"
rotthe
game.
Meuseasakers
Wesel
Club
.
at Hopkinsvale.
Miss Cheney. Saves": -Our' Stewardship for
Miss Mary Virginia Dinguid. of
.adetnear.al 'guess.- -Mrs J-•hn w
Whitnell received the high scope
The Hazel Homemakers club met
Service."
who is the guest of her sister. Christian
Miss -Loa_
Fr,et • of Lewevele. The roeme 7,7 _ 11
prize, and, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk
June 26 on the law of Mrs. C. D. Memphiseet -spending several days
.Will
Smith.
Mrs.
Mrs
Pillington.
Charlet
Wilder,
hies
gave
an
inwere attractive!, 'dee-orate& wetheo .17.01‘1, Meet
second high and traveler's
Paschall's home.----Twelve mem- With her. mother. Mrs. Ed Filbeck, teresting account of her work 'ete a Elmo Smith, Mrs. Noble Fuqua and
summer fleets!.
Sunshine friend gift's w e ex- bers and one visitor were present and Mr. Filbeck.'Miss Diuguid. is
&pith; Bible study. Mrs.
teacher at Berea and of the meun- Mrs. E.
recuperating from a recent illness.
changed among the m
Fulloamg a saurt business. sasea The election. of officers for ths
ta:n people. Mrs. Mellen gave a Mary Hendrick. :Mrs: A. J. HarriMembers of the Business and
The hostess served a dinty party coming year was postponed to it which • necessitated her, spending
nen contrasted by the preeldent 1 The regular monthly meeting of map talk as the Southern high- son; roll tall. -Mrs. Edgar Smith; Professional Womeses
Club were
two weeks in a Mamphii
- --r- -- Mre Its ties Jeltr'L'Ir'irt- -girt 1177eregt-- :the - Ptitternewri Homemakers. Club
questions on lesson, Mrs. M. B. elitertained last Thursday even- plate at the conchnion of the later date.
Mr arid Mrs. Leon A. Haring. Sr
,
genie.
/
- - -rag ProStram was leyele. Mr". 11- 1 Wif held- June 19 it Pine
. Mrs. Audrey Simmons gave the of Philadelphia, are guests
Johnson:
business
session,
conrellreshments
ing'
with
Deiighttei
were
a
picnic
supper
at
the
Bluff
of asei
minor lessen-en the-"Care Of son, the Rev. Leon A. Haring,
- K Beeeke reesiLe leaker_ela-altesesawnle-Mni-J.-A. Outland-as-teetear.
-dueted by
- Guthrie; home of Met
social- -hour
Tkitareivith
Jr., •
Shrubs".
closing prayer, Mrs. Blankenship. Price Lassiter as co-hogtess. The
'enn Ctropel.
"11
the Mene'f - the I As the pupils of' Pottertown
and'
- Mrs. Raring,
1......- --. Huta". Mize'. Lula Hollands Suet- '
"A Collect- for Women's Clubs",
Mrs. Ligon Crawford and Miss evening was spent' inkensall, Y.
t School will have hot lunches served
Mrand Mrs. Charles- Tanner
. _ „_..,.it€1, 11.1.5 .--ti-ia
._
was read by the club President. _were enders an-Stayneideia
Doris Smith were -enema -at--4hed -There- were adoessleffireen Insiens
, this year each meatber of- the
Neturalezed_Ceezerea of the _.Lneted
PaschalL
Mrs.
Mau
Claud
meeting
Aeders
.:club-wan- 4requested- to donate same
-bees premise-needs M.
Moodigee s- --'Stares
'
_
a a --. son
tesed TerKse-AirieriCan
Vet
: thing that can be %Med in'the
'134E-ii,s, !be soe::I 'heter a if-. , xitchoo, • .
Contests- and games were en- and daughter,--eennie Sue, spent
Miss Anne Elizabeth altompsola
aad-Ites. V. F._ Windsor an- joyed. Mrs. - Orvslle Jen/time
e.freshterg ice
was served b_71, Maw- were
was
hadcompleted foe the t daughter of Mrs. David Thompson
-'the engagement of their charge of the social hour. A de- -Tuesday - night with her.'Parente,
-11`a %LA*/ -7-* Judge and Mrs. Seth Boaz, of May-* • i club's part m "Down _ Memory and the late Rev Davnt Thompson.
Mary
daughter,'
Moore,
to
Mr
licious
salad
plate was served by field
___
. 'Lanes which was given at the for many-years a. rnausteoa.the
James Madison Lassiter. son of the hostess.
SOW& Hale had as his guests
Male Church of Chnst, beeszne the bride
Mr. and Mrs. E A. Lassiter.
.
-------,
la* Week two of his classmates at
f College' Saturday
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eer eeeeee.-- Mr. and Mrs. Parvin 'Young and ville and Dot Sunday afternoon.
kireNesly
moving his business preacher. Bro. Moore is a good
White Peas, la....gs; ti bushel 5.11c family wece .visitors in the home
Have just learned that Mrs. Ed- lest down the street to the build- preacher
and deeply
spiritual.
of Rudy Orr and family Sunday
gar' Lela, who hria-been in the ing he recently purchased. The Everyone is invited to come and
Pill pay 20 cents per pound for
Misses Laura Osbron. Jackie Col- Mason hospital the
past week building has been completeTY re- work and worship with us.
Bed Eye Tobacco Beans or will lins and Dean Wilson spent Tues- threatened with pneumonia, was
modeled and redecorated both lagive 2 pounds ot Wars kind of day •afternoon with- EarLeen,• Hen- (removed to the twine of, her son. terior and exterior and is sae.
--aaw:Iiike stars-we, Buoy
rietta and Donald Stom.
Dee Lamb and Mrs. Lamb Sunday the most up to date bush:milk
beans for sae pwand.
never regtelt_these.
Mr aritteeire. Lee Carrawely, Mr.
.the
Mr Reldon Norswortfiy and sons places of this section.
and Mrs. Pat Carraway and fern- spent Tuesday with Mrs. Odell
mariners of the sea, We chart- our
thee spent Sunday with Mr and Smith
course by them.
Tr Led er & Times printing

Capt. Alec Fulton,
89, Retired Railroad oP
Man, Dies at Hardin

FROM THE FARM

Grocery

Hushes and George Montgomery.
Does the mysterious disappearance
of Hollywood's No. 1 glamour girl
THE MOVIES
and a rodeo star have any connecBy SCREEN TEST
tions? See this picture Saturday,
and find out. Also chapter two of
Returning to our screen after"'
quite an absence we present Ann "Jungle Girl."
Sunday and Monday we present
Neagle, the Irene of the screen in
the title picture "Sunny", with Ray the stars of "Honeymoon in Bolt"
liolger and John Carrot. For fast and "Virginia"-Fred MacMurray,
Moving entertainment put this pic- Madilene Carrooll-in "One Night
ture oil your Med SSC list for in Lisbon". A comedy role based
upon the present war in England.
Thursday and Friday.
An persons who have seen MacSaturday bring -The Cowboy and Murray and Miss Carroll in either
the Blonde", starring Mary Beth of their other
pictures know what's

Seen At

in store for them. Those who have
not. should put this one on theil
mast see list.
"I Wanted Wings," starring Re!
Millard, William Holden, Wayne
Morris, 15 05 picture dealing wide
the youths of today as flying seemil
te be-the ambition of most everyone. For 'an enjoyable afternoon
in perfect comfort see this picture
Tuesday and Wednesday.
At the Capitol we return to our
Western with the "Three Mesquiteers" in the title picture "Prairie
Pioneers." Also another thrilling
chapter of Capt. Marvel.
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Latonia
Club

STRAWBERRY
SODA

PEAS

Club' )
6
No. 2
FanCc.y Sifted Li cans

j°44.ri:s
Mires CLOCK:MEAD

PURE
CANE
-

PICKLES

23c

Embassy Brand

-e'
Assesal

Ls lox

P°UNDS

55c

C.-CLUB, 2-lb. box 4

•

-Wks

2.1b.jar

Embassy brand

Quart jar

SALAD DRESSING

PEANULLUTTER

MUSTARD

or

VINEGAR

.

PORK 8c BEANS, i-lb. can
or RED BEANS, tall can
Armour's StarPOTTED MEAT, S
VIENNA

6c
9c

-oz can
cans

5c
25c

SAUSAGE, 3

Rite
40-ft. roll Qc
WAXED PAPER 125-ft. roll 19c 0

10c

3 boxes

•

17 -{.RACKERS 2.wit:scb:. 13

SWEETS, 24-oz. jar

Cut

WHEAT PUFFS, C. Club, 2 boxes 15c
WHEAT FLAKES, e7-elub, box Sc

THANK YOU!

MUSTARD

French's
6-oz. jar

10c

•-•
Independent
Packing Co.

BEEF ROAST
EATME
MUTTON

TO THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY AND'CALLOWAY -COUNTY

C. Club Assorted
LUNCH MEATS

CHOICE
CUTS

Fresh Creamed

.FRANKS

15c

POUND 23'

OLEO 2 lbs• 23c
61
/
2e BACONviLleclourbhaj'bslab 25e
27°
Pound
KROGO
45e
Shoulder.:
c
Pound 10c -NEAL STEAlc-rts--1
cu s
. -9Pound
15c CHEESE 2A mpeoru.oNrDBB"OcitX 47c

LEMONS

LET US SELL YOUR LIVESTOCIUM YOU -- AT HIGHEST MARKET PRICES! -••••••••••••••e••
• ••••••

GREEN CORN

2 ears

15c

DOZEN
5c -•-• MATCHES

Finest brasulL !ic

Box7'sr

Country Club

CORN FLAKES botes 15*-** ijaffillaEdii+ILE 2:at; 2 25c
BANANAS POUND
JAR RINGS
10;
Country
1 Oe
25c SALT or SODA 3
JAR TOPS
r
19c kii
irr COCKTAIL 10'

Altsheler

3M
da
os
:enn

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
MURRAle, KENTUCKY

Were

LA)1 1 AGE. f...tik.ESE.-

Visit our OPENING SALE, TUESDAY, JULY 8, beginning at ONE O'CLOCK. Sales each Tuesday thereafter." '

Joe

Sliced or
by -the piece
POUND

27e

Forequarter
cuts
Lb.

. _

We deeply appreciate the splendid reception tended us
and we pledge you our best efforts to make our Tuesday sales the biggest and best in our history.

.

style, fruit decorated
5 to 7-16. average
POUND

Picnic

BOLOGNA

First,'our thanks to the good people of Henry County
- for their past help and support. Saturday, July 5, will
be our last Saturday to receive stock at Hazel. We invite
you to bring your livestock to our Murray barn on Tuesday of each week and to Paris, Tenn., on Saturday of
each week.
•

Clay Lewis

•

BAKED HAMS

TO THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY --AND HENRY COUNTIES-

Audrey Simmons

•

fri

Enriched with VitaminTwisted and Sliced

CAR 10

ItTernt
.
. Jar

CRACKER
JACKS

•

10

No. 2 can

. 3 tall or
21e
15c COUNTRY
CLUB
6 small cans
COFFEE KIr-opgoeurn'sd C. Club 25. LFRENCH3.1bs.55c SLPb601T5LcIG3 1bF-1Ts AIR

ft

•

•

itleltl

2

ICED TEA 2

ve•

AVONDALE
'BRAND -

25c

Wesco Special Blend
QUart 11F * let
lb box
256

•er

Plus
C Bottle
Deposit

or Carnation

MILK

is

••••

Large
24-oz,
Bottle

1-

Murray'Route V

- as.

5

mit

es.

Nosly Remembers
garly_Paya.at HazeL

^

-

GUARANTEED FOODS

1

boxes

Quart

Mason

TELEPHONE _HS-

Dozen
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BRING YOUR -SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE C

WITH A LONG RECORD OF

lassified Ads

--PHONE 55

I
A
-1
the
frer
tt
Pr

f.Services Offered

Ir
For Rent
-

Port

I
arstersit

sTRTANTLorrp

JULY..4t

9UICK SALES SUCCESSES-

1c PER WORD. Terms. cash in advance for each (mention. Minimum chirp.. ?.5e. An additional secountinc charge of 10c will be made on all classified ads not paid for before 10 a. an. of day of issue

For Sale

PHONE 55

Announcement

TIRE SPECIALS!

C
r
ut FLOWERS
SALE: Glad.- FOR - RENT-leUrnislied
11041
garage
COUNTY JUDGE
Was and other flowers, NT cents I--gpartnient-turnace-hest-alsiz-furn-- I ERVICE: New-- equipment-- -24=--J. it SW1T
Per dozen. Mn. I. T. 'Crawford. ished efficiency' apartment. - See hour. fast. dependable Wrecker
-- C. X HALE
phone Lynn Grove..
July' 17p Mrs. 3. D. Rowlett 711 W. Main Service Charges reasonable. Day
GARW8D NEALE
tgc phone 97. Night phone 54g-W.
St. Phone 157-W.. ---GRAHAM DENHAM .
-•-• POR SALE:. Farm at Bargain! 170 _____
_- - Porter Motor -Co., Chevrolet Saks
-!
•
_ wet 2. miles north of collagoganser
Sertioleo.COMITY COURT CLERK
pus. well firitiriiired Knooni al-gar svith --pavate entrance and -bath.
MARY RUSS:le-Lt. WILLIAMS
C W. Drinkard home place. Price See Mrs. H. P. Wear. 200 N. 5th FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
CELIA HART CRAWFORD
reduced from 910.000 to 91750 for St, Phone 7.3.
Ur coupon at the box office .of the
LLTB1E
cmick sale See J D Hamilton.
Capitol Theatre Saturday or SunBy presenting -th
Vyrray. phone 4403. or ape- Mr:
dail Miter White. Murray. will
COUNTY ATTORNEY .
Drinkard at the farm
ti-c coupon at the box office- of the droneedie • two tree passes to see
NAT RYAN HUGHES •
Varsity Theatre next Thursday or
Priiiie Pioneers:: complimeots
FOR SALE -10x10 foot.orerheed Tridale. Mrs. • Tom WT1171ErthE
‘•
R. HALL HOOD
trThe Ledger'& Trines: !"-doer- -Ciirepleto with springs and Mee. wet • reeetve-- raft free
ALVIN H. •KOPPERUD
cf-RANniCs_lit_ItOPne
. See Cbartel.
passes Ics
TAX COMMISSIONER
Charier&.
garments In lots
?OR SALE-Stashing -Mtehiries, can, BraggIcast" romplimeots of -of two or Plain
D. D. CRASS
o
more 30c each: single.
the Ledget'
• CA
r
new and used: gasoline and *key
CLAUDE ANDERSON
garments 35c cash every day.
tric
Speed Queetia. .M. G4FOR. N5xi•-.1 ,iii
'm
celar7:furnished Phone 234, Sonth-tiao Square.tit
RICHARDSON & Co. at - Murray f bed rooms with modern convert.
te
- CITY JUDGE
Auto Parts Co
m
Phase-10-J.
ipi iences. Close .in
,,, ETHAN IRVAN
, 11
Mrs. R. S.IDiugnid. Sr.
P.
1
F. WATERFIELD
FOR SALE! -Ac-beatitiful buildin
_At
--- J. H. COLEMAN
In memory cf Rachel Rebncea
lot well located. See Mrs. H P. FOR RENT--ForniVI bedroom
A
4t•-:. HUB MURRELL
Wear. 200 N. 5th St phone 13. tic with private bath" orth 10th St Young who paSsed away January
_
2.1941:
"
Ptiorie
w
279-tt.
le
.
SHERIFF
•71.2tEE. MGVIES:111_ Presenting this
'When evening shpdows gather and
coupon at the box. oink- of the
ROBERTSON
were sitting all alone. .
_
•LIE
ADAMS There cemrs-sr-l-anging that if she
Varsity Theatre.. Senior*. -Miss
I
B. PATTERSON _
'
2 „codilit-dinly come home.. Ogee:Holcomb. Sitirrayi 301.1 reB. KINGINS
er two free passes to•see The
bur thoughts often-wander to a
--Soy and the Blonde". -cons- WANTED- First class bar-bee n/or
grave far away.
-"pliments of the Ledger &
Wh6re we laid'our dear loved one
union.shoo: Reasonable Mara
1177 -HART*
'to sitsrer.--thater"Pgline17'Padu
•
FOR SALE-A/Spur" Nye* - aeries. Kentucky. -••'
T.. WEST
___Jy3_
.3tc we think of YOU in --$114Pne• no
ia'
knowr as the Baptist .i2ienle
-- - -vVegeXi
...._.
R. H.
see US W&
OID
MB
WANTEdience_,lamoicy..-nrasised-many-I --.--- - -Gersonel --Idoemed-anot of .
-Learag..asad- mottoes
ON
HENS
nights Whiie others are asleep.
Stadium on the new marlipid, 4- *chi per pound: Ironed. flat work.
CHAR
G. JONES
Murray concrete highway,. Sees Sets: ',4 .finished. Bets per pound. You cannot ever be forgiaten,
JIM
DANIEL •
'Jrnee-McMillian. Telephone
though on earth You live no
_
*EDD CitsBICKMAN
' J. W Outland. Chairman. or E C.
. ..,
o'..".MCI': FlesrPoints. •
- lp
more.. . ' .1- _ ,
Wm H "EhKE" DUNN
Jones, Trustee.
le ...
But in mernOry you are' with- us
MAGISTRATE-..----- ,..-Iij -entr-altv4i'Vere- befOral---•---C6-neord
-.'
•TRADE
-MR
OR •§ALE: A wall,
0 - --, -.P.•••
Peacefut
7
J w.STIVSLEriltt.D
bp thr silent slumtie ,
- mproved, 50 acre ridge_ farm. in a I
i
1 Peageful in thir'groye.-_so low_
,L.
-77
-'.'IP....=--.
*village on 2 mail 'routes 8 miles of
IThou
...7.- •-•..-.11ossee-----_,
no
dilogg.seill_join.o
mows
de
DisOttat--:-=
-ffifffstreteritle Illsnr.`-1111T-tchlg-r
- CHANGE makes, bin
-.
.
W. H.• V •
OACH
..._, ..,well improved smail affreage near
An
0
0
111
-lint-B-Ag
-ut
l
-in-i
Them--nO--fftere-;t1r!-"siongs---ehal
l---IISDEN
- '- illtUffie:. ni-ar
EL.
---ikie-Poin's nearer- T'rige Counts Good business se.i
k
now
r
CECIL
HOILL-1ND
ebt"must be well Inentell• She or rured In tins district for several yet
,___,,,,....to wieet_three.
Wadesboreellilbtrtel_
Wenn 4. J...- Dough. *W. Mon. Ken- years. -Exceptional importunity for .. wheiv
-":;'
he-'. day et life_i,.. Fled_
R. L. ELLISON -.
1-- *--•-•• . InellY:- -- ----- --- - •-.71:ffy2p,„ llte--rIghf tialinitgFe DevileeMarion'
4.
W. C: ROBINSON
)
lisley-Es--.-dw-verite• Row.'Then
i.
- Heaven with Jo . we'll
_ in
Meet
MUMS ''RE
re
re
elt
ane
A
EORGE
W
circles 1045 on . fat- port. nl.
J12-29.98-.1y3
''
'T.We 'Mini ind farnitY
ly pidlorom tested. GoYirinment a
Brinkley D
aoprovedr chamoion hes! laid
B. H "HARVEY"
sitIXON
S
175 points-Un _181 days•HateElne
'
OPAL HOU
all.year Helpful bulletins: Helm's . All persoirtNEIn57-Clairns against
0. J. "Ote" BA
Hatchery, Paducah. Ky.
Liberty
I the estate of Joe Q Bakes. dewish
We
to
the
thank
friends
't1.-ARENCE Ma/AMIZL'
cease& Are- requested to yrove sarne.....n4:1,14hbert:_wiw were so
FOR SALe_
.kin
.lots'as- recenieed- node"- -lbeKebbfe
."
. tc, us duringour sorrow. We thank
near'College Prised rieht See:',Statutes
and file same-with me
nxragsa..Nrrailelei
on
Head lilcClure. on South 14 St. lp' or beforeSeyternber. 1. -1941. Ake_ . those who contributed .nbwers
T. 0. WIWI*
1-our
all persons 1/1de-fled to the estate"
PINK G. cufge
,
i,
._
Th mw.,
117"., a_mad.,,,__('
.,1°&4.eAasi
, POE SALE-Good as new 1$311, of lots---G Baker. ffeceased. will "`-'
--'"`t ''''' L'''!"'"--''' an''' "131.'s
i
i„, awl _ Mb _Cberrulet and , Sord lease----seetle :their -igeonntt71/4th ''.
.
...... cars.
liverth
models and prices.
W_
promptiv'fitly---RojterS Con
C.
_
Used Car Lot. • _ "sitiii___-_-_31.788
'R-IIIMM:
-q
to
Plasma Home. &*5th I 1...-____tt.....,LIRS___7(44,2i
-ffiersorr-thentiatiter
4-ilot•IS-----fisktor
317- -.at Mr-Cannel_
Ealmona Rooter& field -min'lie 2 rielock Saturday aftereteuit. Jam
the Atlantic Commission Conlsany. 28 Mrs Swift had born' in ill
centered with officials of the Cal- health for thc..,past year.:.and 'had
Vegetabk; GititKeta _AS110C1-.. been confused tsiw- nod fog aTtlattay- -and. --abcortlffir
previons-To-her death.- --She
W If Brooks of the local -board of quietly passed away at tier home
directors,
Mr.
..Rogers
offered
to at 4106 Poplar street. Murray.
%St If %%I. II 111' 1111.1, GET IT
tak^ all the t,utput of the local
*Mia Swift is .survivi4 by two
DE HA',
OR IT ;
cons, Hamer and
and, six
daughters. Mrs Yvi-ra Robinson,
Mrs. Yerna Shelton, Mrt. Audio
Collie. • WS. Cora Tidwell. Mrs.
••-• •01.
Carrie McNabb and Mrs- Vella
1.awrenee., She :had
grandchildressanif
grandchildren.
Sefvices 'were conducted by the
Rev. R. F. Blank_nship at Mt. Car/rid W:010.1151 CTlicen

-

-corfrik--

5.50x18 (Only 5 at this price) -s e,.
4.7549 (Only 5 at this price) ...... •.. .99
4.50x20 (Only 5-at-this price) .

4.50t21 (Only Sat this price) .
6.00x16 (Only 5 at this price)
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ir
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ttnis

Notices

--

7-777

Eeire
ietto ,.Not..c

r.-_iimnr-7 •----77.-----wm.,
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.$6.99\

DISTRIBUTORS
OF7

SalERAL TIRES AND_TUBIESc
•
See Thew- Tires Before

Walter Millr

Card of Thanks.---

_

•••

We have it $2,000 stoclexifilies and
tubes fiw yourar- and-truadi
,
FIRESTONE
.7-111._S. ROYAL DELUXE-GOODYEAR & PENNSYLVANIA

1
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•

ts.Swift BuriFd
_Carmel Sottird•ay
-eons

y

- -*These •

as

..r

Serve
You!

r-great

- Arthur- Fanner

..We Have Plepty'a
- STORAGE
for fl9siif dsp?sit,

LUBRICATE

• r-

35 pounds•of flour
per bushel for milt.
ing wheat
Call us for water!

LYNN-GROVE
1141ELINC- C0.7

CONGRATULATIONS-_
MURRAIL.STQCKYARDS--

Emanuel Itoariatt

PHONE 30
IIMMEMENIMMi

Have

Our Sincere
Purpose

We Welcome this -rilew Activity to our tiectioh. To the s
stockniin and buyers,' we welco-ine you to Murray-.-7We
4'4 :are prou&-tcr--say that it-was
- -a ptivileige arKl-pleasure for'
_ our _firm. to work with the builders of-this imi3oTtant -• structure in furnishing the electricarequipment,plumb- itig-fixtures; and Stipplies.7are are grateful-I0-1114e iv410
'confidently
tr.ust in our products and our -service.
-

Herman Jones

Is to help you in every
way-annentr and On
teal- extent of our viands In yhar heilalr Is
determined
hi your
needs and ;dishes in
kitten of this.

Tune-Up
Your Car

Be piste at your disposal the services of a

courteous, experienced
peesonnd and the use
al the very best of
.equipment Including an
exclusive ambulance.

a BAEA

STATMN No.
1412 WEST MAIN ST.
Herman Jones

,xAco Pryor

Sincerely,

YEACO

H

Established 1897

•;•

Funera Home
--• -weer

Telephone 7
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TitE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

witb. each guest bringing a covered M. E. McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelsie Sanders, Mrs. Sarah Smotherman. Mrs. Mae Sanders and Mi.
given in honor of Miss Annie Charlie Sanders of Paducah, Mr.
(Hazel news received too late Hooper, a nurse
in the St. Thomas and Mrs. Allen Burton, Mrs. Dixie
for l&st week's publication)
Hospital in Nashville, Tenn., who Hooper, Miss Frances Coleman,
InMazer
spending her vacation Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hooper and
Miss Annie Hooper Is -Weltered
with her mother, Mrs. Dixie Jean Stone Hooper, Miss Melba
With Miner
Hooper.
--Taylor of Puryear, Mr. and Mrs.
A number of relatives and friends
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Virgte Steward and Mr. and Mrs.
gathered at the home of Mr, and
Mrs. 4:-'11:-Poyner, last Sunday, Earl Smotherman, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Poyner. A very happy day
was enjoyed-by each one present.
basket or dish -filled with good
HAZEL NEN
—FS-1 things
to eat. This occasion was

of Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely.
business visitors Wednesday morn- J. L. Craig, east of Hazel, is con,Miss Dortha MeSwain of Mem- ing.
fined to his bed with illness.
phis, Tenn., is spending her vaMiss_ Marejle Orr was in Murray
R.
E.
Mayer
Mrs.
and
cation here as the guest of her
Wednesday on business.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. G. granddaughter, Marilyn Mayer. of
Finney and daughter,
_Booper,., _near puryear,_ and her, Logan, W. Va., arriVe4 in Hazel Mrs. CollieEtaiiiey.
were in Paris
to spend the 'summer Miss- Olga aunt, Mrs. Bill Paschall and Mr. Wednegday
one day last week on business.
with Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Mayer.
,Paschall of Hazel.
Mr.-and Mrs. James Wilson spent

CONTACT FOR-LOVE

several days up near Paris as the
guests ,of relatives and friends.

Members of Waif -Reolito
Attend Camp Fakentaak
.
Members of Boy Scout Troop No.

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes

67 a Hazel have rettirned after a
week's camping at Camp Pakentuck, Ill. The following boys made
the trip with their Paul Dailey,
Scoi tmasters 0. B. Turttbow Jr.
Geo ge Freeman. Joe Outland, Buster Paschall, Gene Orr, Sunny
White and Cletus Denham.

Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware
West Side Court Square

H.B,BAILEY

PAGE THREE

Sunbeam Band Meets
Tuesday Afternoon
Tuesday afternoon at four o'clock
the Sunbeam Band met at the Baptist Church and held its regular

THE JEWELER

40•••••••••••••••••••.••w•m,

monthly -rnee,ting.
The afternoon's topic was "Witnesses in China". Opening son.
"Praise Him"; Ida Jane Wait dlse
cussed "Our Work in Chili; To-.

Popular
Asks fot Eidorsenien

day"; poem, "Go Ye Into ,All the
World"; PlaYer,
June Jones:
the -Watch Word" was given by
Mildred Herndon; roll call; offering; and closing 'prayer, Id/Li-age Even Army Air Corps pilots have time for ro ance, as 'dennstrated
West.
by Day Milland mid Constance Moore in this
from the Paramount
aviation thriller, "I Wanted Wings," which ma eg_ a landing Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. JOG 'Jones; Mrs. and Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre,
Milland tars with William Holfohn Moore and Miss Magdalene
Lazyrb.-were in Paducah last thura- den, Wayne Morria and Brian Donlevy in'the all' BIM.'
day.
. .
.
Mrs. john McLeod -And daeghtel,- ".11.
Beenden. Eddyville. is in iind
of Hazel. -Miss Monelle McI.eo
returned
W. S. Jons of ffaXel, Route Is
heme -Monday .from Hot Springs; Hazel visiting his parents. Mr. and
Mts.
in
northwest
Louis
Brandon
remains unimproved.
Ark

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell, Mr.
Osborn spent
and Mrs.
SoinelVTIle; Term., as
Sunday
the guests of, Mr. and .Mrs„ Earl
'Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wood of
Chicago, Ill., are in Hazel this
week to visit their mother, Mrs.
Lon. Housden, and will, visit other
relatives while in the county.
Mrs. Ada Lamb of St. Louis,
Mo., spent Tuesday and Wednesday
visiting in the home of her niece,
Mrs. Bob Bray and Mr. Bray.
Mrs. Floyd Puge and little son,
Dan, left Tuesday morning for
Cincinnati, • 0., where she will
join her husband who is working
there. Mrs. Page is the daughter
of Mr. tied Mrs. Bob Lamb of
Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Drown of
near- 'Mayfield'spent - several . days
in Hazel visiting Mrs. Browses
parents, hfr. and Mrs. Alison -Wilson.
W.' M. Fisher of Owensboro
spent the week-end in the home of

Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson in
West Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R.Walker spent
several days the first of the week
visiting their daughter,. Mrs, Ebe
Lyons and Mr. Lyons, nearMurray:

alr. and Mrs. Ralph Wade Pieschall "of Peryear... were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Den.ham; •
Dr. R. M.' Mason of Murray was
Some
of the people In 'this com- a Hazel business visitor -,Monday,
Tkeilev..J._ E. _mitiner-o
Wilson and munity have threshed their wheat.
Miss June Farley, Neer- Consob. 'Stein., filled
regular attle
daugh
.
Nancy
Dawn,
of
Mrs.'
James
Miles of near Hazel cord, and Jennie V. Jenkins, Ahem;
monthly appointment _at the Hazel
were guests in the home of Mr.
baptist Church Sunday at ft and CInelnriati, airived in Hazel Sim- is some better at this writing.
day where thy will be The guests
Mrs. John Stubblefield, east of and Mrs. Orville Jenkins last week.
in the evening at 7:30.
of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alison Heed is very. ill.
Bro. and Mrs. Sam D. Jones of
Mrs. Oscar Turnbow. Mrs. peace Wilson
and
family.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Attolphue "f‘Wes Booth- Points, Tenn., are visiting
Wilcox
the fiftieth wedMr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Brown
of
of Memphis. were - the week-end Hazel'relatives this week.
Mtn; anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Laburn Wilcox last Seturday. . near Mayfield. spent the week-end. guests of1Mr. and Mrs. J. C Mil- J. R. Doublin is confined to his
• stead.
?Irene in West Hazel with illness.
Mrs.•Zelna Valentine had as her in Hazel visiting relatives.'
Andy Anderson of Nahville was
guests Monday, Mrs. Vernon Out- • Mrs. A. A:-Jones, who has been • 'The Rev. J. -.E. Skinner and
in.
Detroit,'
Mich., for - several daughters, Mimes Dna
load aki_jjes.. Bessie Wicker of
and Marie, In Hazel Wednesday on business.
months
visitingUr
chIldeen,
-10- latitson. Tenn...Mrs. Wm: Hull and
Mei-me
mummy'.
:
lon
•
west of Hazel, is
turned home Saturday.
. title- daughter. Ann, tif Shreve- teirameci is his -room
Mrs. Dorris Oira
=
this week
f
eeta
and' __Thai:etas P._,Turnbow_. left
SatLa Mr. --arei-Aldrs.
Mrs- -Grace
urday
.afternoon
-foe
Memphis,
•rnbove
and Miss Evse.-Perry of Mn, and Mrs: Ivan limey
were in Hazel Monday to visit rela- and Mrs.
tives and Mrs. Hicks' father. Mr Tenn., Co stay M the ,rug stor,e of Hazel were. Sunday dinner guests Lottie Hooper Huey were Murray
he has been
ace
pany employed for the past year.
• Mr.
Menet°, Bruceton for a fee/ w
'
Mrs. Babbitt are taking
visit.
Vacation,,
and
ask
Tom
to
comea
th
e
niS
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer and
charge while he was gone.
(laughter, Aleda, and Mrs. Will •take
Farmer of Murray were guests of Davie Myers, Bert Moore, Lester
Mr. and Mrs, Elmus Brandon one Farris and Mary Alice Myers
Were in Paducah Wednesday.
day recently..
Thomas Myers went St. Louis
Mrs. Dona Hutchens Sellers and
Thursday.
(laughter of Mired: Miele,' are in
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Brandon of
itisii--41sie—vemere--s4ratine-z Mrs. Florida are visiting
their parents.
Sellers' Direets, Mr. and
ós. Mr. and Mrs. IL
E. Brandon of
Effete Hutchens in Weit Hazel.
Was Corinne Nelion of Benton near Hazel.
Mrs. Edd Johnson is recovering
and
brother of'Detroit, mica:.
weft the guests of D. W. Kelly and from the (Armen measles.
_ .31z... -and -Mrs. Berme Baker 0f
*ratty- -and tdr.
near Taylorls Store, have -the
Clanton, Sunday.
measles.
Mary Alice Myers returned hero,
from Paducah Saturday.
.
Mr. and Mrs. John Charlton are

FAST 'SERVICE

FACE THE-FACTS
Thousands of people, every month, are becoming
disabled because lof'accidents, injuries, sickness,
or disease. When this happens to YOU,YQUR INCOME will be stopped. NOW,I have a policy that
pays up to $250 per month for disability. It is
NON-CANCELLABLE and is GOOD FOR LIFE.
You owe it to yourself to tavestigate!
leOr -further inforniatimrand full Walks call or see

arks B.Ityan
Phone 5174-

Murray, Ky.

'FOR 4 IMO:DAYS!
SATUF DAY
THURSDAY
MONDAY — TUESDAY

ii

Need a laxativelTake good old

staying With Mr. Sukd.-.11,0s. Alsey
- 1
Cooper.
Mrs. W. B. IVilstead and Mrs.
. Lie.

_

NATIONAaY
- —ADVERTISED--

burn Paschall were Seethe home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Milstead,

Wednesday.
Friends and relatives met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Mils
stead and surprised Mrs. Milstead
with a birthday dinner recently.

GEO

TO THE CITIZENS OF THEtkTY OF MURRAY, KY.':
- This is my formal announoentent as a candidate for
nomination to th
ertflice of Mayor if-.the City of Murray,
the ection--a tile,Democratic Pri.
Kentu&y, subj
mary, August 2, 1941.
•••
•
•

)tr. and Mrs. C. L. Langston wee.
In Paris to visit friends the first
of the weeks, .
Mrs. Torntitie,_Shrader is nursing
in Paris this week.
Rev. A. C. Wore was in 'Jackson. Tenn., recently on business.
Mn: and Mrs. Stanley Hendricks
were the guests of her sister, Mrs.
Lon Shrader and Mr. Shradersffirst

It is my desire, at this tin to express my deep and
sincere gratitude to the citizens of Murray, Kentucky, for
theiroyalty and support during the last three and onef_.
of the week.
lialf years. Your support or the City Council of the City
Mrs. Langston was the recent
guest of her son. Cale Langston
Nutbrijr. us well as your Mayor, has been equally-7%1P
predated.'
During the time I have served as your. Mayor I have
earnestly attempted, in cooperation with your __City Council, to sponsor and make all public improvements possible
for the benefit of the City- qf Murray'. It is my personal
opinion that owe have succeeded in these public improveMay we take this opportunity to coeirratulate
ments beyond expectations of a majority.of you citizens;
those who have made possibiellithrilkillEW
however, there are mitily-..mort improvements that can and community.—Walls Purdom.
shoeld - be made for the benefit of the City,of Murray. I
Particularly desire to see all of the public improvements
whith_are now in pfogress brought to.a.successful
view-of-these facts, I have deterniined to ask
your-sup)ort in meted-tin uMnyorof your-City. -Below are -a few of the achievements of your Mayor
and City Council during the past three and one-half year*:
Built eight miles of curb and gutter; seven miles
paved streets at a cost of 40c per foot to the property
'wrier; tw6'miles of streets, grade and drain with gravel
-bridge and approach to stockyards; several
sikace ;
Smart rescot Design
bridges and culverts in colored addition; Twelfth and
Chestnut Streets surfaced by state with cooperation the
.
130z.
City Council; neir Bridge on' Fourth Street near ice Plant,
The
constructed
Cuunktil,
nY
tity
rIft
througlir effortg'of
state; extension-of nine thousand feet of sewers; installed
two thousand feet of sewer- installed two hupdred and
f_jre plugs,; in,
fain. sewer Aonnectidasvg‘rded
'-a number pf
stalled "stop and go" lights; added fifty new street lights;
Here is the latest design in CryliGliss.
grehased and paid for new equipmentin the sum of
0;. reduced the old qpnded indebtedness from $20-,- wvir
.
a.
,..
4116/11 Crumblers--,cottect in every detail. The
o $4,0-00;-purch-ased-tWenty acres Of land through
O!,
perfect glassware for yoneniodern tabk
new bond issue for public park and playground, which is
-IT brilliant and sparkling7 simple
to be constructed in the near future in cooperation with
ak ; and many other improvements too numerons
the W.p.,
gib '
L-and 'graceful.' NOW!'priced for the
•
t
'smallest budget.
AIL these,improvetrientS have been achieved without
UMW ONe
'
DOZEN TO A.CUSTOMER
libY extra indebtedness-to the City- and wIthout any in,
crease in taxes.
Upon the above rettid, Which has been made during
This term of:office, I ask your support in tire doming sten,11,44ust-2r4941,•
WELLS PURDOM
. 'Respectfully,
•• •
North 5th Street
'Murray, Ky.
.
•

It's a top-seller
all over the South

WELCOME TO THE
MURRAY STOCKYARDS

a

CiystallGlass

,ICE),TEATUMBLERS:

t

4th of JULY SPECIALS!
P D M HARDWARE

All sizes ... with
a complete range in styles!
Phone 44`stia in no thee at all a-driver will
to pick up your garments.
be .at your
They are taken at once to our huge plant
and started through t h e necessary cleaning
step's. -Clothes are _never left laying around
the shop. Superior completes the numerous
stew- alai garment- must gp through .in sucb
a short time _only because there is a large"
enough staff to Serve you. Try us this week!
•
, WELCOME TO THE
- MURRAY LIVESTOCK•COMPANY!
. .

or

ly to
"Fill in" your summer shoe wardrobe at savings! Stunning atylestwhite, -white with colondirk
colors! All heel heights! .

•

2.95
-

,. OUR REGULAR $3.00
• PROMPT'.

•13_,E_L I A

• GOING-'DURING THIS EVENT
FOR ONLY-

.
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KE/41ifet-Y HOME
are ever observed

SHOES

E

EXPECTED DAILY...

•

HUAR ACHES and PLAY SHOES

in.die Service, Comfort

-Byer).---shipment of
these shoes we have
received has been
immhdiately -sold out
• We expect another
shipment right away,
—ask us about them,

or the

• -

2•45

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and Up-to-Date In All
Appointmehts and Most
. Reasonable Rates

npany
Congratulations to the Murray Livestock
newest industry. May your success he great!

Write,,TURNER SULAM, Manager
for Reservations '

J. E. Littleio'n & Co.
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GEORGE HART
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CAR OPERATORS TO
SECURE LICENSES,
IN OWN COUNTY

•, •

9

Civil Service Exam to Be Held

First -Student And First- President:
Miss Mar-fa:6'W and Dr.J.W.Carr

W. Waldrop. secretary - of the
local board of United'States Civil
Service Examiners, announces an
open competitive exarttination for
the postic,n of
New-taw To Be
Repair Shop Superintendent
(Clam Ili.- $2,600 a year
'
Enforced, Officials
(Less alogduction of 3 si for
retirement annuity)
-Announce-Time For Filing Applications:
FRANKFORT, June - 25-7ICen- Before the dose of business on
lucky motorists must procure their July 10, 1941.
Place Of Employment Clothing
operators' liecnses in the county
of their residence under a new and Equipage Repair Shop, Qum._
• law which will be aggressively.en- lerrnaster t'orp... War Department,
furred for the first time this year: Fort Knox, Kentucky.
it was announced ii5•7 the Departexaniffiat.,ti is announcedment of Revenue. The present li-'for filling a vacancy in Vie poui-7
only
The
31.
censes expire 'Suly
Vacandee
non •hamed
exceptions under the Act, passed the _sainfe or related positions in
in 1940. are persons who are tern- the -sat* locality, regniring aimi•..porarily residing in another coun- Tar mintifications, and at Kimmelty at.the_time they seek...10 renter mato* 'the same rzat.e of pay,
theia.licenses. Revenue- Comniis- be tilled as a-result of tips examstonert.- Clyde Herres,;In an-If- faind 7114-7 the Interest
• flouncing that the.:--Tieraftireist of the service,- however
-7any oral-•
wOuld-request ciretrit- cotzrt derks -trod -may -be---rIled7 5.
instate7
sot-••
he
. hailed it_sis another safety me
To 'Obtain Applicatiois:
designed fo keep persons whose ,Iiiary. Board ofUS. Cive.,
ceases to 'drive had been susPencl- Service. _Examiners. tit
_Iftrat-7_
•
n The
-71
or second-dass 'pos
-olTensos jIl.gItyIkeves_6.1:d that States of Ohio. Iddiana. and Kehunder the old law persons-Ave: e
tucky:. or the Manager. Sixth v.
licenses had been suspended or.
Sert7ice District. U. K
-puked frequently eatil-lo- a- st
.
,-arrd Court Home. Can.
where they were- Unknown-arid
•
, r . Pictured above are the first
,prm-ured one. and • since .several chHisal. OhioI
student and the first president of
It.
weeks are required to process li. to safeguard t.te issuance of
'
tenses in the Department of R&e- cense to a person whose right tit - Murray
State College: -Miss' Mary
'nue, the subterfuge .1144 late in'tse. drive has been suspendlid or ret. ElimbetivLoan Jackson, Tenn., and
' bc"Ilet ar'ntail'al*-19L _DO joha W. Carr. now -president
.-Reeves pointed out that 'the Di7 ruie•tc1-1--1
groximately 1800 names-of- wapiti emeritus.
enforcerigid
Arithtalla
partmenT
whole licenses have been 'taken was the _first student
- men:- -before -the licensing per
away. Ft is isacti at tilt wrepg-in, -Mies I..aw
to register at the Murray State
.
„vosirJaecausecitAhetime between the effective date of and
law enforcement agenetitiNcernal in „;_.Septilmber. 1,9213.q
the law and the. licensing period thropgbout the State. •.
....•
the college first opened Hi doors
whieh began on-'AtIgust 1. during. Triplett announced -that eirvIllt.- under the presidency of Dr. John
/Which county officials and motor- court clerks would
1.y Carr- -Slag_ was_4frartuated
.
V10
aving completed the--requainted with its P'onsts to procure •them early
(mired two rears course.
rush.minute
Aittothern aauch helii‘der-to avnict the.PastShe 'accepted a position in the
Longfellow Grade School in Paducah. Ky. In August. 1924 SW
ved.- the, AB degree • train715tk
TiersiD7-lit
Tenn- and later - attended Sanderthlyersity wherir
Please;God, Gave

*

;IC

THE LEDGER &

rAc,F. FOUR

JULY 4''' -•RAIN OR SHINE
THIS STORE

17-

ITURtAY - CRY

COMMENT ON s
SINKING OF THE
ROBIN MOOR

.1 -

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1941

Miller Is

Flying Cadet

Truck Lo;ding
Law Delays
Navy Supplies;

Thlotith•Proof

Grass

Seen on Miry Tour

Twenty-one thousand five hundred pounds of Urgently needed
drugs and medical supplies, consigned to the Naval Medical Bases
at Savannah, Ga.. were delayed
more than 24 hours in Louisville
because of tCentucky truck , 1.qad
limits, it* was reported this week
by M. J. Parlin. vice-president of
the Huber & Huber Motor Express.The shipment was made by Eli
& Co_ Indianapolis Pharmaceutical house. One truck carried it to Louisville, but' to cornPly with the state's limit of 18.000
pounds On a truck plus its load.
it had to be transhipped in that
city and reloaded on three trucks
in order to cross Kentucky.
Mr. Partin asserted that the drug
shipment is_,„,only one example
of -delays In • defense materials.
"We have- in-overage of ten such
--he said. ltiute.the_
.•1 ,
enact -w-weel -Lilly shipment to the Nava_was a
particularly flasrent example."
Datry farmers in Ifullitt County
are_planning to sow sudan grass for
emergency pasture. -

Pasture that carried two and
a half cows toe the acre through
the drouth, wills inspected on a
dairy tour in Warren County, Kentucky. lt included bluegrass, orchard grass, white and alsike
clovers. Asked fur his pasturemaking formula. M. D. Alexander,
the owner, said he used limestone,
on the
superphosphate and 'Tail
legumes
land. sowed it heavily
care
and grasses, and ex
not to over-graze.

The executive committee \ of
Fight for Freedom. Inc.. makes the
following comment on the sinking of the Robin Moor, according
La-9, -14.--Poter -Cusick,. executive
secretary:
-The cold-blooded ruthless sinking of the Robin Moor demonstrates
to us once again the futility of appea.sement. There was no contra
band on the ship. This.sinking
Survey Reveals
Shaes . how hitile our Neutrality
Act is because now the Nazis have
County Food Costs
themselves gone into neutral waters
to harass American shipping.
A- survey. made in the "food for
-There are other things tvt
defense" program in Ohio County,
this brutal sinking makes clt•..
Kentucky, showed that farmers
The evidence seems to be -tiedspent $490,520 for food products
a-helloing that the U-boat was
last- year. _In- the list are $22.21N1
oPerating from a base nose to
spent for potatoes. $48.820 for dried
It -is.
Sestets- Aerica/5 - waters.
----$10,905 for. canned corn,
beani,
-That it wfts not operating
nonall-Tor frourillt,4411V for meal,
from Hamburg or Bremen or BreilLt
- milk. $47.000
$10.7(91 for -esnried ,
But_it appears:exceedingly. likely -Max Miller; Murray.a9d former
for meat, $65.240 4tir lard. $13,728
that it was operating from Dik-a-F.- student of Murray State, is now a
for molasses. and $117,1160 for breed.'
"The executive committee-. of flying cadet at Cimarron Field in
Eighteen items of load are inFight for Freedom believes that Oklahoma City. He has been locatcluded in the report of the survey.
this sinkidg was a' deliberate atCounty Agent 1..eyoto.id D. Ridley
ed there for two months, since
tempt to convince our Latm-Amerisayszthe survey was made to deby rigid
At-the White House Mrs. RooseFan neighbors that the IJnited winning an appointment
termine just what products are
States is 'weak Snd disunited' and. mental and 'physical tests, Having velt is known as "Public Energy. sold in the county that farmers in
he
afraid to take strong rnestsur,es to completed over 50 solo hours,
the coUnty could produce.
lacks only 10 to 'firdSh the course
granted the MA degree in 192.8. defend herself:
"On May 27 the President said
junior at Murray
For seven years she taught in the 'nobody can foretell tonight just' Miller was a
State and was 'a member of the
'
Isaac Litton High School at Nasb- when the acts of the Dictators will college band.
ville Tenn., traveling through ripen into attaek on this 'hernisCeINGRKrU‘AnONS
We
know
us....
-enCnigh
-..
Europe and the- Holy hand-la the phere,:and.
by now to realize that it Viould be ' .
summer of ..1930.
suicide-to .wait until they ars _In Islands strategic for our defense.
For the past two years, 'Miss our front yard'. Now they are in ---i-b--Severance of diplomat; reLow has been an assistant in the our trent yard. /Therefore We ad- lations with the Axis powers."
t
iit
---.. .
s',the following four st
genealogical resear
ii
be taken immediately:
Sheep are helltighpped of the Tennessee State Library.
.1). Shooting of any Axis U- portable vat in Carroll County
Miss Low visited with her firend,
_of_HILienle_a_hasid- _
t -which the American Navy
Mias--Mayme Whijoelt 'at...Murray
an- week. They were -both men.
.ofs the ins class at MtIrrity
7
the leadine-May you grsty_
trality Act,
Normal.
Atlantic next fall.
Dr. Carr. Murray's Grand Old
enterptise of your kind in WesMan is now at .work writing his
recollections of the collage here.
torn Kentucky .
th which he-bar - bean connected
ag - president, dean. and president
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MURRAY LIVESTOCK
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CAPITOL

Itsc
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into

Ci
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/14.
iaisk To
Dade '
WILL BE CLOSED
•

am at candidate for Representative, subject to
your vote in the primary. I cannot get out and cap; I have to get rekatie..
vase the countrfor votes,'
m,41__Irjrre
s_01/4otlatcitle whct_a_
_want. I Would like to bring-back the road building
• activifrte Cattusegy, hnt It your- Representative
ties himself Up for's job you .Will-not get roads,
•Itr-trrikeir-hitriseltztr-claptiritirlm-:triteter.whom YoU plea* and I will be satisfied.

Fishhii

Just

ay

.-

Sr-MWIPPII

Open August 2
'

No one,boi as. yet =livered the..
-i-igg-ebi-aur-ri_iyie why--t
queitio-n - sa
saene• moia_gag.gidgb, fish mid r,orne
, v,_ mai 19powtgit incident

L

- Frazee, Meingin & Holton

DADE }'ARK. .June 30L.
Kentucky 'State Racing Commie:
non has apprEved the officials who
will preside at the coming 28-day
Summer meeting of the- pade Park

Jii
- Pr
• Jo

INSURANCE AGENTS
a

Fire

may throw -some light on the -init;--jariseV
p..!
lY
Monday
,t
"
Salur
Cand ending
August 2.
Monday,
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
_-•
t-Aleotber I.-Labor Day.. - •
'
BOB STEELE I;UFE DAVIS
Thomas Ci Bradley.- Le
- stitudfiela
tTiaw
e°boa
riw
. a
i sresofTn
saT
az
wfr
plting
:
isi
irneancth
;
sire-aft
the
presiding
been
has
who
,
ai fir?t string
'
• •.
ht
ne-Ilad
se
.1.,. Ilerk I" tho•tootr.41-Yliars•
ItElitaLIC PO.TERI
.4 fish and the „A r woman
will again head the offidals in the
caught nothing. They. rame into
trta
:
i404,
osityr
-.6and- 1-4*
,
ukik)---pcaiow-outaP.
theet.„..„.,....i.i
and t,_.,
Lester'
le are J. J.'Graddy' and -E.
4,..st.,,,....
_____. shore.
ir Yeitger,tow _veterans at Dade'
;;;T
;
'"'",714
othe r'4"'_ wasnsh
_
"
•
•
blessed_ 'rah beauty, was bemoan- Farl'
The ldoetng judges will be, PiedMany people'cometo our store and the first step
ing her sad lot and said: "Why is
It -that my partner can catch so Burton. A. R. Winters aid. C.
in they say. "Oh. how cool it is!" It is a pleasant
mass twh. and I can not get even Gormley. Jr. Burton will aaSin
pet in the capacity of racing see- •
a ,nibble."
place to trade and wait for your party.
Gormley. clerk'
clecrlerl:. scahe
•
.A lady standing near. obseriol;it and Winters,
the difference in the beauty
You Are In Town
two women, Wisely said:,"Fishes
•--.....,..-_-_-APISED0011111 • •
tart see'.
Dic
.
Children
'Perhaps this is- the explanation
Balcony (tax melded)
.
2Ie
and
!patter
dieput(ed
of this oft
30c
Floor t tax included)
-CLUB, NOTES •
most likety'you--fan -prove that this
is true by applying to 'Mr- Zelna
• St the *army'
...=•••••••111M•.1!
-Taylor's 'Store Honseinakeni
The regular monthly meeting of
the Taylor's Store Homemakers
J•Teus
Club was held tine 10 in the
home of Mrs. 011ie Smotherman
JEROME KERN'S
J, D. Rogers. presiding during
1••1511
lhi__biAsineks meeting.' announced
tangs!
,
Oaf .licanemakfirs camp„for
members In Purchase distrwt will
tIk
e1ctitrs
many_uaa
tOr the.-11.2-*NUWnerl'ea-sr'n,and am
be bold- isi-Golitaibui-State Pork
offering
am'
Daring
7 to.lt • ___ _. •
July
going.to yet rid of 4111em at SACRIFICE.PRICES.
.•
••
MIMS' were completed 'foe- the
SPECIAL PRICES on the machines 'listed below.
part theslub will'have in the proand
ver, 1415/M by the county orgsninThese typewriters,are all in'good condition and have been
Murray • Saturdatt • night •
service.
of,ietisfactory
'lots
give
Properly adjusted and will
• •.
•
June 211.
A review of the' six IPS‘Oili Int
and
Market;
Advancing
an
of
face
the
in
,cutting
am
I
the major project was led by Mrs.
Ortia, Hey. followedt.b.y....a round
Of these traabl4nes will cost you, at least 25% maitre
table inacuastc5a. "
INIZORT•IftifiEY•RAB
• 7
DefresIgnents were served by the

Casualty

:

Bonding

Phsios-331
"li Does Mike i biffannies •
-leelefeemee-"
Who Writes iffir

I

•

ENJOY A SUMMER OF COOL COMF RT
wilivzei;
-to 8eal Me '/eat

Come In Every Time

SITY

HOMEMAKERS

T. 0. TURNER

106 '
300•••••..
360

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

TODAY and FRIDAY

Typewriter pargains-

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS. HOLIDAYS
4-bnaren _.....
Balcony (tax included)
Lower Floor 'tax incladedi

TRIO WAYITO CURT

-

Is the greatest air drsras nor %mai

NAM

Cit

Ju4y1

Pomene.e%

cietned,..gioiled,

this

my

.

.
:
-Royal StanclarcTw-rites good
guarantee
'
nths
-Royal Standard, it -nice-one,'6-mo
Woodstock Standard'
Underwood Standairii;_carriage, elite type
Royal Standard, factory. reconditioned, 12 months'
guarantee .....

S37.50
. S19.00
$27.50
.
I. -322.50
S23.50
.

$42.50

- -s'--..
..

Retnington;:Mcidel 16; factory reconditioned, 12
,
,,
-guarantieriate-metiel•
monthe
5.
-4

-USED-OFFICE-FUR‘NITURE

Lyon Grove Homemakers
_ _The-Lynn Grove Hornunakers
el-ub met June 18 at the doh house
with Mrs. Hansford Doan presidMg. , Thirteen- tnembers ens-mired •
roll eall and one new member.
Pearl ,Iones and One viAtor, _
Mrs. Marvin Parks
Plans were discussed and, vote& '
..pois to have 11 ,_"baskir(--r54 rood"
-ale In Murray
it 9: o'clock.
Club families' picnic at Br
Gr.,ve Friday• night at.-7 cfc
.
11
,•"
,4
nor--measbess will attend...L.
•
ramp at Columbus.
Review of yosee-work an foods...was given by Mrs. Verrlon Butterworth and Mr,. John Myers.
Landscape gardening lesson was
given by Mn- Henry Rudd.
Mrs. Cloys Butterworth gave a

.

-

Sylvia Miller, program leader': were
reelected

KIRK A. POOL- •

L.

BLONDE

BOMBtli
- the hew tt.om

into

FROM THE

to
Prattle
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ot his

at
_.• Ate

rift,

11147
to
emml

411.*

STUDIO THA
"That twoht_i„ TGAVE YOU
mix \
liticE

h4

faze•

MARY BETH HUGHES
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
Alan Ithrlasy • Osbert
Contras • lelm Maps • Rokard
lam- Robot InsetIan
A 10th C.,...9tore-fo• Ptdvs

SUNDAY

round'

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
10.00.101.Si MUSICAL OF

She

the

was
tke_
-me

FAYE* OAKIE
PaiE*RoWio

•

AND MONDAY

- HOUR LOVOLITZ WITH THE WORLDS MOST
36
*,
BEAUTIFUL SI:CONDE!
,

cit

MAC

OFFICE SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
-- MURRAY,KY.

C.

RAY MILANO . WILLIAM HOLDEN

5,•

bona! Defense.
Officers for- the new year wore
H ft
elected as follows:
&mop, resider+ Mrs. Vernon But'
r
, and Mrs.

•

as

I.

WAYNE MORRIS BRIAN DONLEVY
wltb Constance Moore • Veronica lake
Harry Davenport :Duetted by MITC41.1. MUM

to...1__puercy.

•
1
We have other machirtk•not listed above,.and the prices are RIGHT!
Ari;- machine can be'purchasod on the Time Payment Pier,.

e NS
l

SATURDAY ONLY

S15.00

a-Minton No. 40) just, overhauled, perfect .
"carriage
IteratiAgton No. 12, good as new, 12

•

S7.50

Remington Standard (not io hot, but will write)

I WANTED
WINGS"

wil JOHN'trirgiOLL
RAY B617GER:

prices

•

PHONE 20

AY

NAIRN

IJRIl

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

I.,

(0.

,
411

rt,titisil

Prescriptions

Speed-O-Print Duplicators
itmlnineggFRDISCOffige Machines
Shaw-Walker Files and Furniture

• P•rerftelmi, Portrn 9r.r5

I

PATRICIA MORISON ;
ptEirry
ri
llp
tyo
hiNAll
llf
gllm
aro

and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

DAME
jC
EDMUND GWENN
R EGINALD DENNY

Accurately

I
I.

MARY BETH HUGHES•NICHOLAS
BROTHERS • WIERE BROTHERS
THE FOUR INKS SPOTS
Ift.r1

1 0'616003
•16'."Teq.
'
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